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Abstract High-precision measurements by the ATLAS
Collaboration are presented of inclusive W+ → +ν,
W− → −ν¯ and Z/γ ∗ →  ( = e, μ) Drell–Yan
production cross sections at the LHC. The data were col-
lected in proton–proton collisions at
√
s = 7 TeV with an
integrated luminosity of 4.6 fb−1. Differential W+ and W−
cross sections are measured in a lepton pseudorapidity range
|η| < 2.5. Differential Z/γ ∗ cross sections are measured as
a function of the absolute dilepton rapidity, for |y| < 3.6,
for three intervals of dilepton mass, m, extending from 46
to 150 GeV. The integrated and differential electron- and
muon-channel cross sections are combined and compared
to theoretical predictions using recent sets of parton distribu-
tion functions. The data, together with the final inclusive e± p
scattering cross-section data from H1 and ZEUS, are inter-
preted in a next-to-next-to-leading-order QCD analysis, and
a new set of parton distribution functions, ATLAS-epWZ16,
is obtained. The ratio of strange-to-light sea-quark densities
in the proton is determined more accurately than in previous
determinations based on collider data only, and is established
to be close to unity in the sensitivity range of the data. A new
measurement of the CKM matrix element |Vcs | is also pro-
vided.
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1 Introduction
The precise measurement of inclusive W+, W− and Z/γ ∗
production in pp scattering at the LHC constitutes a sensitive
test of perturbative quantum chromodynamics (QCD). The
rapidity dependence of boson production in the Drell–Yan
process provides constraints on the parton distribution func-
tions (PDFs) of the proton, as the boson rapidity is strongly
correlated with the proton momentum fractions x1, x2 car-
ried by the partons participating in the hard scattering sub-
process. The weak and electromagnetic components of the
neutral current (NC) process, Z/γ ∗ → , combined with
the weak charged current (CC) reactions, W+ → +ν and
W− → −ν¯, probe the quark flavours of the proton in a
way that complements the information from deep inelastic
lepton–hadron scattering (DIS).
The previous differential W, Z cross-section measure-
ment of ATLAS [1] at a centre-of-mass energy of √s =
7 TeV was based on a data sample taken in 2010 with an inte-
grated luminosity of 36 pb−1, determined with an uncertainty
of 3.5%. The precision of that measurement – not including
the luminosity uncertainty – reached about 2–3%. The new
W±, Z cross-section measurement presented here uses the
data taken at
√
s = 7 TeV by ATLAS in 2011. This data sam-
ple has a hundred times more integrated luminosity, 4.6 fb−1,
measured with an improved precision of 1.8% [2]. A deeper
understanding of detector performance and refined analysis
techniques are crucial to reach a measurement precision at
the sub-percent level, apart from the luminosity uncertainty.
Compared to the previous analysis [1], in this article the
NC measurement range is extended to values of dilepton
mass, m , significantly below and above the Z peak, cover-
ing the range 46 < m < 150 GeV. ATLAS NC data have
also been presented at even lower [3] (12 < m < 66 GeV)
and higher dilepton masses [4,5] (116 < m < 1500 GeV).
Precise NC measurements at
√
s = 8 TeV over a range of
dilepton masses of 12 < m < 150 GeV focused on boson
transverse momentum distributions have been provided in
Ref. [6]. Recently, first integrated cross-section results on
inclusive W± and Z production at
√
s = 13 TeV were pub-
lished by ATLAS [7].
Weak boson cross-section measurements at forward rapid-
ity were presented by LHCb [8–15] in the muon and electron
channels. The CMS Collaboration has measured NC cross
sections as a function of boson mass and rapidity [16,17],
of boson transverse momentum and rapidity [18], as well as
differential W± charge asymmetries [19–21], and integrated
W and Z cross sections [22,23].
The precision of the present measurement of the W± and
Z/γ ∗ cross sections exceeds that of the previous related mea-
surements. The analysis is performed in both the electron
channels, W± → eν and Z/γ ∗ → e+e−, and the muon
channels, W± → μν and Z/γ ∗ → μ+μ−, in a com-
mon fiducial phase space. These measurements provide a
new sensitive test of electron–muon universality in the weak
interaction sector. The electron and muon data are combined,
accounting for all correlations of systematic uncertainties.
Cross-section calculations of the Drell–Yan process are
available at up to next-to-next-to-leading order in the strong
coupling constantαS (NNLO QCD) and up to next-to-leading
order for electroweak effects (NLO electroweak). The NNLO
QCD predictions are calculated with kinematic require-
ments applied to match the detector acceptance using the
DYNNLO [24,25] and FEWZ [26–28] programs. The NLO
electroweak corrections are an important ingredient at this
level of precision and can be evaluated with FEWZ for the NC
processes and with the SANC programs [29] for both NC and
CC processes. The measured integrated and differential cross
sections are compared to calculations using various recent
PDF sets: ABM12 [30], CT14 [31], HERAPDF2.0 [32],
JR14 [33], MMHT14 [34], and NNPDF3.0 [35]. A quan-
titative analysis within a profiling procedure [36,37] is pre-
sented to test the compatibility of the new W, Z cross-section
data with theoretical predictions using these PDF sets, and
to illustrate the impact of the data on PDF determinations.
The previous ATLAS W, Z cross-section measurement
[1] and its QCD interpretation [38] suggested that the light
quark sea (u, d, s) is flavour symmetric, i.e. the ratio of the
strange-to-anti-down quark densities, rs = (s + s¯)/2d¯ , was
found to be close to unity at x  0.023 within an experi-
mental uncertainty of about 20%. This is re-examined here
in a new QCD fit analysis using the present ATLAS measure-
ment together with the final, combined NC and CC DIS cross-
section data from the H1 and ZEUS experiments at the HERA
collider [32]. The analysis provides a new NNLO PDF set,
ATLAS-epWZ16, superseding the ATLAS-epWZ12 set [38].
It also allows the magnitude of the CKM matrix element |Vcs |
to be determined, without assuming unitarity of the CKM
matrix, with a precision comparable to the determinations
from charm hadron decays [39].
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the
detector, data and simulated event samples and cross-section
as well as kinematic definitions. The measurements, of both
the W± and the Z/γ ∗ reactions, are performed indepen-
dently for the electron and muon decay channels as described
in Sects. 3 and 4. The cross-section results are presented
in Sect. 5, which contains the analysis method, a test of
electron–muon universality, and a description of the pro-
cedure for, and results of, combining the electron and the
muon data. In Sect. 6 the integrated and differential cross sec-
tions are compared with theoretical calculations using recent
NNLO PDF sets. Measurements are also presented of the
W± charge asymmetry and various other cross-section ratios.
This section concludes with the results of the PDF profiling
analysis. Finally, Sect. 7 presents an NNLO QCD fit analy-
sis of the present ATLAS data and the final HERA NC and
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CC DIS cross-section data, resulting in an improved deter-
mination of the strange-quark distribution in the proton and
a measurement of |Vcs |. A summary of the paper is presented
in Sect. 8.
2 Detector, simulation and definitions
2.1 Detector and data samples
The ATLAS detector [40] comprises a superconducting
solenoid surrounding the inner detector (ID) and a large
superconducting toroid magnet system with muon detectors
enclosing the calorimeters. The ID system is immersed in a
2 T axial magnetic field and provides tracking information
for charged particles in a pseudorapidity range matched by
the precision measurements of the electromagnetic calorime-
ter. The inner silicon pixel and strip tracking detectors cover
the pseudorapidity range |η| < 2.5.1 The transition radiation
tracker, surrounding the silicon detectors, contributes to the
tracking and electron identification for |η| < 2.0.
The liquid argon (LAr) electromagnetic (EM) calorime-
ter is divided into one barrel (|η| < 1.475) and two end-cap
components (1.375 < |η| < 3.2). It uses lead absorbers
and has an accordion geometry to ensure a fast and uniform
response and fine segmentation for optimal reconstruction
and identification of electrons and photons. The hadronic
steel/scintillator-tile calorimeter consists of a barrel cover-
ing the region |η| < 1.0, and two extended barrels in the
range 0.8 < |η| < 1.7. The copper/LAr hadronic end-cap
calorimeter (1.5 < |η| < 3.2) is located behind the elec-
tromagnetic end-cap calorimeter. The forward calorimeter
(FCAL) covers the range 3.2 < |η| < 4.9 and also uses LAr
as the active material and copper or tungsten absorbers for
the EM and hadronic sections, respectively.
The muon spectrometer (MS) is based on three large
superconducting toroids with coils arranged in an eight-
fold symmetry around the calorimeters, covering a range of
|η| < 2.7. Over most of the η range, precision measurements
of the track coordinates in the principal bending direction of
the magnetic field are provided by monitored drift tubes. At
large pseudorapidities (2.0 < |η| < 2.7), cathode strip cham-
bers with higher granularity are used in the layer closest to
the IP. The muon trigger detectors consist of resistive plate
chambers in the barrel (|η| < 1.05) and thin gap chambers in
1 ATLAS uses a right-handed coordinate system with its origin at the
nominal interaction point (IP) in the centre of the detector and the z-
axis along the beam pipe. The x-axis points from the IP to the centre
of the LHC ring, and the y-axis points upward. Cylindrical coordinates
(r, φ) are used in the transverse plane, φ being the azimuthal angle
around the z-axis. The pseudorapidity is defined in terms of the polar
angle θ as η = − ln tan(θ/2). The distance in η–φ space between two
objects is defined as 
R = √(
η)2 + (
φ)2. The rapidity is defined
as y = 12 ln E+pzE−pz .
the end-cap regions (1.05 < |η| < 2.4), with a small overlap
around |η|  1.05.
In 2011, the ATLAS detector had a three-level trigger sys-
tem consisting of Level-1 (L1), Level-2 (L2) and the Event
Filter (EF). The L1 trigger rate was approximately 75 kHz.
The L2 and EF triggers reduced the event rate to approxi-
mately 300 Hz before data transfer to mass storage.
The data for this analysis were collected by the ATLAS
Collaboration during 2011, the final year of operation at√
s = 7 TeV. The analysis uses a total luminosity of 4.6 fb−1
with an estimated uncertainty of 1.8% [2], where the main
components of the apparatus were operational. Data and sim-
ulated event samples were processed with common recon-
struction software.
2.2 Simulated event samples
Simulated and reconstructed Monte Carlo (MC) samples are
used to model the properties of signals and background pro-
cesses and to calculate acceptance and efficiency corrections
for the extraction of cross sections. Dedicated efficiency and
calibration studies with data are used to derive correction fac-
tors to account for the small differences between experiment
and simulation, as is subsequently described.
The main signal event samples for W± → ν and
Z/γ ∗ →  production are generated using the Powheg
[41–44] event generator, with the simulation of parton
showers, hadronization and underlying events provided by
Pythia6 [45]. Systematic uncertainties in the measurements
due to imperfect modelling of the signals are estimated
with alternative event samples generated with Powheg inter-
faced instead to the Herwig [46] and Jimmy [47] programs
(referred to later as the Powheg+Herwig sample) as well as
MC@NLO [48], also interfaced to the Herwig and Jimmy
programs (referred to later as the MC@NLO+Herwig sam-
ple). For the MC@NLO and Powheg matrix element calcu-
lations the CT10 NLO PDF [49] set is used, whereas shower-
ing is performed with CTEQ6L1 [50]. Samples of W → τν
and Z/γ ∗ → τ+τ− events are generated with the Alp-
gen generator [51] interfaced to Herwig and Jimmy and
using the CTEQ6L1 PDF set, and also Powheg interfaced
to Pythia8 [52].
All simulated samples of W± → ν and Z/γ ∗ → 
production are normalized to the NNLO cross sections cal-
culated by the FEWZ program with the MSTW2008 NNLO
PDF set [53]. When employing these samples for background
subtraction, an uncertainty in the total cross section of 5%
is assigned to account for any uncertainties arising from
the PDFs as well as factorization-scale and renormalization-
scale uncertainties. As the simulated transverse momentum
spectrum of the W± and Z/γ ∗ bosons does not describe
the one observed in data well, all samples are reweighted by
default to the Powheg+Pythia8 AZNLO prediction [54],
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which describes the Z →  data well at low and medium
dilepton transverse momentum pT, < 50 GeV.
Top-quark pair (t t¯) and single top-quark production
are simulated with MC@NLO interfaced to Herwig and
Jimmy. The t t¯ cross section is calculated at a top quark
mass of 172.5 GeV at NNLO in QCD including resum-
mation of next-to-next-to-leading logarithmic soft-gluon
terms (NNLL) with top++2.0 [55–60]. The total theoretical
uncertainty of the t t¯ production cross section is calculated
using the PDF4LHC prescription [61] using the MSTW2008
NNLO [53], CT10 NNLO [62] and NNPDF2.3 5f FFN [63]
PDF sets and adding in quadrature the scale and αS uncer-
tainties. The single-top-quark cross sections are calculated at
approximate NNLO+NNLL accuracy [64–67].
Inclusive production of dibosons W W, W Z and Z Z is
simulated with Herwig. The samples are normalized to their
respective NLO QCD cross sections [68] with 6% uncer-
tainty.
While most studies of the multijet background are per-
formed using control samples from data, some studies in the
muon channels are carried out with Pythia6 samples, where
inclusive, heavy-flavour dijet production (cc¯ and bb¯) is sim-
ulated and the samples are filtered for high-pT muons from
charm or bottom hadron decays.
All generators are interfaced to Photos [69] to simu-
late the effect of final-state QED radiation (QED FSR). The
decays of τ leptons in Herwig and Pythia6 samples are han-
dled by Tauola [70]. The passage of particles through the
ATLAS detector is modelled [71] using GEANT4 [72]. The
effect of multiple pp interactions per bunch crossing (“pile-
up”) is modelled by overlaying the hard-scattering event with
additional simulated inelastic collision events following the
distribution observed in the data with about nine simultane-
ous inelastic interactions on average. These events are simu-
lated using Pythia6 with the AMBT2 tune [73]. While the
simulation of pile-up events reproduces the observed width of
the luminous region along the beam direction, a reweighting
is applied to match the longitudinal distribution of the hard-
scatter vertex to that observed in the data. This is needed
to accurately control acceptance and detector effects, which
depend on the details of the detector geometry.
2.3 Cross-section definition and fiducial regions
The measurements reported here correspond to inclusive
Drell–Yan cross sections with a direct decay of the inter-
mediate boson, Z/γ ∗ →  or W → ν, where  = e
or μ. Other processes that may lead to a pair of leptons, 
or ν, in the final state are subtracted as background. These
are t t¯ pair and single top-quark production, cascade decays
Z/γ ∗ → τ+τ− → +−X and W → τν → νX , photon-
induced lepton-pair production γ γ → , and gauge boson
pair production, with both boson masses exceeding 20 GeV.
Experimental contaminations of signals through other chan-
nels, such as Z/γ ∗ →  contributing as background to W±
or the small, opposite-sign W∓ fraction in the W± selections,
are corrected for as well.
Each channel of the measurement covers somewhat dif-
ferent regions of phase space. For electrons this corresponds
to a restriction to |η| < 2.47 for central electrons, and fur-
ther the exclusion of the regions 1.37 < |η| < 1.52 and
3.16 < |η| < 3.35. For muons the acceptance is restricted
to |η| < 2.4.
The combined e−μ cross sections are reported in common
fiducial regions close to the initial experimental selections
so as to involve only minimal extrapolations. The kinematic
requirements applied for the cross-section measurements are
as follows:
Central Z/γ ∗ →  : pT, > 20 GeV, |η| < 2.5,
46 < m < 150 GeV
Forward Z/γ ∗ →  : pT, > 20 GeV, one lepton
|η| < 2.5, other lepton
2.5 < |η| < 4.9,
66 < m < 150 GeV
W± → ν : pT, > 25 GeV,
|η| < 2.5, pT,ν > 25 GeV,
mT > 40 GeV.
Here the charged-lepton transverse momentum and pseudo-
rapidity are denoted by pT, and η, respectively. The trans-
verse momentum of the neutrino is given by pT,ν and the W -
boson transverse mass is calculated as m2T = 2 pT, pT,ν [1−
cos(
φ,ν)], where 
φ,ν is the azimuthal angle between the
charged lepton and the neutrino directions. The lepton kine-
matics used in the definition of the cross sections corresponds
to the Born level for QED final-state radiation effects. These
fiducial regions differ slightly from those used in Ref. [1]
such that the corresponding cross-section results cannot be
compared directly.
The integrated charged-current fiducial cross sections are
presented separately for W+, W− and their sum. Integrated
neutral-current fiducial cross sections are presented for the
Z -peak region, corresponding to 66 < m < 116 GeV,
where they are most precise.
The differential W± → ν cross sections are measured
as a function of the absolute values of the charged-lepton
pseudorapidity, η, in bins with boundaries given by
|η| = [0.00, 0.21, 0.42, 0.63, 0.84, 1.05, 1.37, 1.52,
1.74, 1.95, 2.18, 2.50]. (1)
The differential Z/γ ∗ cross sections are presented as a func-
tion of dilepton rapidity, y, in three intervals of dilepton
mass, m, with bin edges
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m = [46, 66, 116, 150] GeV. (2)
In the Z -peak region, the boundaries of the bins in dilepton
rapidity y are chosen to be
|y| = [0.0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0, 1.2, 1.4, 1.6,
1.8, 2.0, 2.2, 2.4], (3)
while in the adjacent mass intervals, below and above the
Z peak, the binning is twice as coarse and ranges also from
|y| = 0 to 2.4.
A dedicated Z/γ ∗ →  analysis in the electron channel
extends into the forward region of y, covering the range
from |y| = 1.2 to 3.6. This analysis is only performed
in the two higher mass intervals, with the boundaries m =
[66, 116, 150] GeV, as the region below m < 66 GeV can-
not be measured with good precision with the current lepton
pT acceptance in this channel. In the Z -peak region of the
forward Z/γ ∗ analysis the boundaries of the bins in dilepton
rapidity y are chosen as
|y| = [1.2, 1.4, 1.6, 1.8, 2.0, 2.2, 2.4, 2.8, 3.2, 3.6],
(4)
while for the higher mass interval the same range is divided
into six bins of equal size.
3 Electron channel measurements
3.1 Event selection
Events are required to have at least one primary vertex formed
by at least three tracks of pT > 500 MeV. If multiple vertices
are reconstructed, the one with the highest sum of squared
transverse momenta of associated tracks,
∑
p2T, is selected
as the primary vertex.
Central electron candidates are reconstructed from an ID
track matched to an energy deposit in the EM calorime-
ter [74]. They are required to be within the coverage of
the ID and the precision region of the EM calorimeter,
|η| < 2.47. The transition region between the barrel and
end-cap calorimeters, 1.37 < |η| < 1.52, is excluded, as the
reconstruction quality is significantly reduced compared to
the rest of the pseudorapidity range. The electron momentum
vector is calculated by combining the calorimeter measure-
ment of the energy and the tracker information on the direc-
tion. The electron is required to satisfy “tight” identification
criteria [74] based on the shower shapes of the cluster of
energy in the calorimeter, the track properties, and the track-
to-cluster matching. The combined efficiency for electrons
from W and Z decays to be reconstructed and to meet these
“tight” identification criteria depends strongly on both η and
pT. In the most central region of the detector, at |η| < 0.8,
this efficiency is about 65% at pT = 20 GeV and increases
to about 80% at pT = 50 GeV. In the more forward region,
2.0 < |η| < 2.47, the corresponding efficiencies are in the
range 50–75% for transverse momenta pT = 20–50 GeV.
The same “tight” requirements are imposed for all central
electron candidates to enable a coherent treatment across all
W± and Z/γ ∗ analyses, even though the background rejec-
tion is less crucial for the Z/γ ∗ analysis with two central
electrons. To improve the rejection of background from non-
isolated electrons, converted photons, or hadrons misidenti-
fied as electrons, isolation criteria are imposed on the elec-
tron candidates in the W → eν and forward Z/γ ∗ → e+e−
analyses. The isolation of central electron candidates in these
channels is implemented by setting an upper limit on both
the energy measured in the calorimeter in a cone of size

R = 0.2 around the electron cluster and the sum of trans-
verse momenta of all tracks in a cone of size 
R = 0.4
around the trajectory of the electron candidate. The contri-
bution from the electron candidate itself is excluded in both
cases. The specific criteria are optimized as a function of
electron η and pT to have a combined efficiency of about
95% in the simulation for isolated electrons from the decay
of a W or Z boson.
Forward electron candidates are reconstructed in the
region 2.5 < |η| < 4.9, excluding the transition region
between the end-cap and the FCAL calorimeter, 3.16<
|η| <3.35, and are required to satisfy “forward tight” identi-
fication requirements with a typical efficiency in the range of
65–85% [74]. As the forward region is not covered by the ID,
the electron identification has to rely on calorimeter cluster
shapes only. The forward electron momentum is determined
from the calorimeter cluster energy and position.
In an inclusive W → ν analysis, signal events can be con-
sidered to consist of three contributions: the isolated charged
lepton, the undetected neutrino, and any further particles pro-
duced in the hadronization of quarks and gluons produced
in association with the W boson. This last contribution is
referred to as the hadronic recoil [75]. The missing transverse
momentum, EmissT , is given by the negative vectorial sum of
the transverse momentum components of the charged lepton
and the hadronic recoil and identified with the undetected
neutrino. The EmissT is reconstructed from energy deposits in
the calorimeters and muons reconstructed in the MS [76,77].
Calorimeter energy deposits associated to an electron candi-
date meeting the “medium” identification criteria [74] and
exceeding pT > 10 GeV are calibrated to the electron scale.
Alternatively, if calorimeter energy deposits can be associ-
ated to a jet reconstructed with the anti-kt algorithm with
radius parameter R = 0.6 and pT > 20 GeV, the calibrated
jet is used [78]. Finally, identified combined and isolated
muons, as described in Sect. 4, with pT > 10 GeV, are used
in the EmissT reconstruction, removing the energy deposits
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of such muons in the calorimeter. Any remaining energy
deposits in the calorimeters are added to the EmissT after cal-
ibration with the local hadronic calibration [78].
During data collection, events with one central electron
were selected with a single-electron trigger with “medium”
identification criteria and a pT threshold of 20 or 22 GeV [79].
The rise in threshold was enforced by the increasing instanta-
neous luminosity delivered by the LHC during 2011. Events
with two central electrons are furthermore selected online by
a dielectron trigger in which two electrons are required to
satisfy the “medium” identification criteria and a lower pT
threshold of 12 GeV.
To select W -boson events in the electron channel, exactly
one central identified and isolated electron is required with
a transverse momentum pT > 25 GeV. This electron is also
required to have passed the single-electron trigger. Events
with at least one additional central electron meeting the
“medium” identification criteria [74] and pT > 20 GeV are
rejected to reduce background from Z/γ ∗ → e+e− events.
The missing transverse momentum is required to exceed
EmissT = 25 GeV and the transverse mass of the electron–
EmissT system, mT, has to be larger than 40 GeV.
The selection for the central Z/γ ∗ → e+e− analysis
requires exactly two identified electrons with pT > 20 GeV.
These two electrons must have passed the dielectron trig-
ger selection. No requirement is made on the charge of the
two electron candidates. The analysis examines the invariant
mass mee interval from 46 to 150 GeV.
For the selection of forward Z/γ ∗ → e+e− events over
an extended range of rapidity, a central identified and isolated
electron is required as in the W → eν channel, but lowering
the transverse momentum threshold to the minimum pT =
23 GeV accessible with the single-electron trigger. A second
electron candidate with pT > 20 GeV has to be reconstructed
in the forward region. The invariant mass of the selected pair
is required to be between 66 and 150 GeV.
3.2 Calibration and efficiencies
Comprehensive evaluations of the reconstruction of electrons
are described in Refs. [74,80]. The energy of the electron is
calibrated using a multivariate algorithm trained on simulated
samples of single electrons to achieve an optimal response
and resolution. Residual corrections to the energy scale and
resolution are determined from data as a function of η in the
central and forward regions by comparing the measured Z →
e+e− line shape to the one predicted by the simulation [80].
The energy-scale corrections applied to the data are typically
within a range of ±2% and the systematic uncertainty of
the energy scale is typically 0.1%. Resolution corrections of
around (1.0 ± 0.3)% are applied to the simulation to match
the data, where the quoted uncertainty corresponds to the
precision of the correction.
The electron efficiencies are controlled in several steps
corresponding to the reconstruction and identification of
electron candidates as well as the isolation and trigger
requirements described above. All central electron efficien-
cies are measured as a function of the electron pseudorapid-
ity and electron transverse momentum, while in the forward
region 2.5 < |η| < 4.9 the corrections are binned in elec-
tron pseudorapidity only. All uncertainties in the electron
efficiency measurements are classified as being of statistical
or systematic origin, where the latter has components corre-
lated and uncorrelated across η and pT [74]. This classifica-
tion allows the corresponding systematics to be propagated
correctly to the final measurement as described in Sect. 5.4.
The efficiencies for electrons from W or Z decays in the
central region to satisfy the “tight” identification require-
ments are measured using two different tag-and-probe meth-
ods performed with W and Z data samples [74]. The data-
to-simulation ratios of the efficiencies measured in these two
samples are combined. They are typically within ±0.05 of
unity with significant variations as a function of pseudora-
pidity. The total uncertainty in these factors is 0.5–1.0%.
The central electron trigger, reconstruction and isolation
efficiencies as well as the forward electron identification effi-
ciencies are determined using the Z tag-and-probe method
only. Corresponding correction factors are derived in all cases
and applied to the simulation. The efficiencies for the recon-
struction of central electrons are measured with a precision
of mostly better than 0.5% and are found to be described
by the simulation within typically ±1%. The efficiency of
the electron isolation requirement employed in the W → eν
and forward Z/γ ∗ → e+e− analysis is well described by
the simulation within ±1% variations and the correspond-
ing correction factors have typically <0.3% uncertainty. The
electron trigger efficiencies are measured separately for the
single-electron and dielectron triggers and for various dif-
ferent configurations employed during the data-taking. Most
data-to-simulation correction factors for the trigger selection
are within ±1% of unity and determined with a precision of
better than 1%.
The forward electron reconstruction efficiency has been
found to be nearly 100% in the simulation. The identifica-
tion efficiencies are found to be lower in data than in the
simulation by about 10% and are measured with a precision
of 3–8%.
The distinction between W+ and W− events relies on the
measurement of the charge of the decay electron. The charge
misidentification probability as a function of η is determined
in both data and simulation from the fraction of Z → e+e−
events where both electrons are reconstructed with the same
sign. It depends on the identification criteria and in gen-
eral increases at large |η| [74]. A correction is applied to
the simulation to match the rate observed in the data. In the
Z/γ ∗ → e+e− analysis, the majority of dielectron events
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reconstructed with same charge, with an invariant mass close
to the Z -boson mass and satisfying the identification require-
ments, are indeed signal events. The efficiency loss of an
opposite-charge selection through charge misidentification
of either electron incurs a non-negligible systematic uncer-
tainty, which is avoided by not applying the opposite-charge
selection in the Z/γ ∗ → e+e− analysis.
Uncertainties in the EmissT scale and resolution are deter-
mined by the corresponding uncertainties for the elec-
trons [80], muons [81], and jets [78] used in the reconstruc-
tion. The uncertainties in the remaining “soft” part are evalu-
ated by reconstructing the hadronic recoil in Z →  events
and comparing the recoil response to the dilepton system in
both data and simulation [77].
3.3 Backgrounds
The backgrounds contributing in the W → eν channel can be
divided into two categories: (1) electroweak background pro-
cesses and top-quark production, which are estimated using
MC prediction, and (2) background from multijet production
determined with data-driven methods.
The largest electroweak background in the W → eν chan-
nel is due to the W → τν production where isolated electrons
are produced in the decay τ → eν¯ν. Relative to the number
of all W± candidate events, this contribution is estimated to
be between 1.6 and 1.9% for the different bins of the pseudo-
rapidity with a similar fraction in W+ and W− events. The
contamination of the W → eν sample by Z/γ ∗ → e+e−
is determined to be between 0.7 and 1.3%. Further contribu-
tions, at the 0.1–0.5% level, arise from t t¯ , Z/γ ∗ → τ+τ−,
single top-quark and diboson production. The sum of elec-
troweak and top-quark backgrounds is between 3.3 and 3.9%
in the W− channel and between 2.8 and 3.5% in the W+
channel. In contrast to the W → τν background, the other
electroweak and top-quark background yields are of similar
absolute size in W+ and W− channels.
Multijet production from QCD processes is a significant
source of background in the W → eν channel when non-
isolated electrons, converted photons or hadrons are misiden-
tified as isolated electrons and neutrinos from hadron decays
or resolution effects cause a significant measurement of miss-
ing transverse momentum in the event. This background is
estimated from the data using a template fit of the EmissT
distribution in a normalization region that differs from the
signal region by relaxed the EmissT and mT requirements. A
template to represent the multijet background contribution
is selected from data using the same kinematic requirements
as for signal electrons, but inverting a subset of the electron
identification criteria and requiring the electron candidate
not to be isolated. The isolation is estimated from the energy
deposited in the calorimeter in a cone of size 
R = 0.3
around the electron candidate, denoted by Econe30T , and the
condition Econe30T /pT > 0.20 is imposed. A second tem-
plate that combines the W → eν signal and electroweak and
top-quark contributions is taken from the simulation.
The relative fraction of the two components is determined
by a fit to the data in the normalization region. The normaliza-
tion region contains the signal region to constrain the signal
contribution, relaxes the lower EmissT and mT requirements
to increase the multijet fraction and furthermore imposes
EmissT < 60 GeV to avoid a mismodelling of the high EmissT
region, which was established in a study of the Z → e+e−
sample. No prior knowledge of either template’s normal-
ization is assumed, and the fit is performed separately for
the W+ and W− channels and also in each bin of electron
pseudorapidity to obtain the background for the differential
analysis. The resulting EmissT distribution for the case of the
inclusive W+ selection is shown in the left panel of Fig. 1.
The background in the signal region EmissT > 25 GeV and
mT > 40 GeV is then obtained by multiplying the mul-
tijet yield determined in the fit by the fraction of events
in the template sample that satisfy the signal region and
normalization region EmissT and mT requirements, respec-
tively. This multijet estimate is found to change in a sys-
tematic way when the EmissT and mT requirements imposed
for the normalization region are progressively tightened to
resemble more the EmissT and mT requirements of the signal
region. This dependence is measured and linearly extrapo-
lated to the point where the normalization region has the
same EmissT and mT thresholds as the signal region. A cor-
responding correction of typically 10% is applied to obtain
an improved multijet estimate, while the full size of this cor-
rection is assigned as a systematic uncertainty. Further sys-
tematic uncertainties are derived from variations of the back-
ground and signal template shapes. Background shape uncer-
tainties are obtained from varied template selection criteria
by changing the Econe30T /pT selection, requiring the electron-
candidate track to have a hit in the innermost layer of the ID,
or changing the subset of identification criteria that the elec-
tron is allowed to not satisfy from the “tight” to the “medium”
identification level. The shape uncertainties on the signal
template from the detector systematic uncertainties discussed
in Sect. 3.2 and using the alternative signal MC simulation
samples discussed in Sect. 2.2 are considered as well.
The multijet background in the signal region ranges from
2.1% in the most central pseudorapidity bin to 6.9% in the
most forward bin of the measurement for the W+ and from
2.8 to 11% for the W− channel respectively. The total system-
atic uncertainty is at the level of 15–25% and the statistical
uncertainty is typically a factor of ten smaller. While this
background is determined separately for W+ and W− sam-
ples, the resulting background yields for the two charges are
found to be compatible within their statistical uncertainties.
An alternative method for the determination of the multijet
fractions, following Ref. [7], gives an estimate well within
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Fig. 1 Distributions used for the estimation of the multijet background
in the W+ → e+ν channel (left) and Z → e+e− channel (right). For
the W+ → e+ν channel, the result of the template fit in a multijet-
enhanced region using the EmissT distribution is shown. The vertical line
indicates the upper boundary (EmissT = 60 GeV) of the region used in
the fit. The label “EWK+top” refers to the electroweak and top-quark
background contributions estimated from MC simulation, which are
here treated in a common template together with the W → eν signal.
In the Z → e+e− channel, the region of large isolation Econe30T /pT,
between the two vertical lines, is used to normalize the multijet template
from data. The shown distribution is taken from the central Z → e+e−
analysis in the region 66 < mee < 116 GeV. The sum of all expected
background and signal contributions is shown as a solid line with a
hashed band detailing the statistical uncertainty and labelled “total
(stat)”
the systematic uncertainty assigned to the baseline determi-
nation described above.
In the central Z/γ ∗ → e+e− analysis, the relative back-
ground contributions due to electroweak processes with two
isolated electrons, from Z/γ ∗ → τ+τ−, t t¯ , single top-
quark, and diboson production are estimated using the corre-
sponding MC samples. That background is dominated by the
Z/γ ∗ → τ+τ− process below the Z peak and the t t¯ process
above the Z peak, while it is very small in the Z -peak region
mee = 66–116 GeV. The background from electroweak and
top-quark processes ranges from 6.2 to 8.8% for mee = 46–
66 GeV, 0.23–0.46% for mee = 66–116 GeV and 2.0–8.5%
for mee = 116–150 GeV, where a larger background con-
tamination is typically found at central rapidity.
To separate the central Z/γ ∗ → e+e− signal from the
multijet background, the analysis relies on the same Econe30T
quantity as described for the W → eν case. The minimum of
the value Econe30T /pT of the two electron candidates is chosen
to represent each event, as it was found to provide optimal dis-
crimination. The multijet fraction is then estimated from data
by fitting this distribution using a template method similar to
the W → eν analysis. The background template is selected
with inverted electron identification requirements and the sig-
nal Z/γ ∗ → e+e−, electroweak and t t¯ templates are taken
from simulation. The non-isolated sample where the mini-
mum of Econe30T /pT of both electrons exceeds a certain value
is found to be dominated by multijet background and is used
to adjust the normalization of the background template, tak-
ing into account the small signal contamination. The right
panel of Fig. 1 shows the isolation distribution used to obtain
the multijet background in the Z -peak region. This procedure
yields a fraction of multijet background decreasing towards
larger rapidity with a typical size between 1.9 and 5.0% in
the low dielectron mass bin, between 0.14 and 1.6% at high
dielectron mass and between 0.02 and 0.15% near the Z peak.
Uncertainties are dominated by the statistical uncertainty of
the sample containing non-isolated electron candidates and
by the sensitivity of the procedure to the threshold applied to
the minimum of Econe30T /pT to select the non-isolated region
and amount to typically 20% at and above the Z peak (66 <
m < 150 GeV) and 10% below (46 < m < 66 GeV).
In the forward Z/γ ∗ → e+e− analysis, the multijet back-
ground is estimated with the same technique as described for
the central Z → e+e− analysis, although only the isolation
distribution of the central electron is used. In total the mul-
tijet background is estimated to be 1.4–2.4% in the Z -peak
region and 18–26% in the high-mass region. The total relative
uncertainties in these estimates are at the level of 10%.
Furthermore, there is a significant contamination from
W (→ eν)+jets events in the forward Z/γ ∗ → e+e− chan-
nel, where the electron from the W decay is detected in
the central region and an associated jet mimics the signa-
ture of an electron in the forward region. As the associated
jet production and fake-electron rates may be poorly mod-
elled by the simulation, the W → eν background com-
ponent is determined by a data-driven procedure. A con-
trol region is constructed starting from the nominal forward
Z/γ ∗ → e+e− event selection, but removing the Z -peak
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region mee = 80–100 GeV and requiring EmissT and mT selec-
tions similar to the W → eν signal analysis. It is found that
the Powheg+Pythia6 W → eν samples describe well all
relevant kinematic variables such as the invariant mass mee
or dielectron rapidity yee in the control region after applying
an additional normalization factor of 1.6 ± 0.2. This fac-
tor is then also applied to the Powheg+Pythia6 W → eν
samples in the forward Z/γ ∗ → e+e− signal region. The
assigned uncertainty of this scale factor covers systematic
uncertainties induced by the extrapolation and is estimated
using variations of the control region with different EmissT
or mT selections. Other, smaller electroweak contributions
from t t¯ and diboson production are estimated using the cor-
responding MC samples. The total W → eν and other elec-
troweak backgrounds to the forward Z/γ ∗ → e+e− chan-
nel is about 1.9% at the Z peak and up to 22% in the high-
mass region. While the multijet background fraction is found
to be essentially independent of the dielectron rapidity yee,
the W → eν and other electroweak backgrounds decrease
towards larger yee.
4 Muon channel measurements
4.1 Event selection
The same requirement for a primary vertex is imposed as for
the electron channels. The analysis uses muon candidates that
are defined as “combined muons” in Ref. [81]. For combined
muons an independent track reconstruction is performed in
the ID and the MS, and a combined track is formed using
a χ2 minimization procedure. In order to reject cosmic-ray
background, the z position of the muon track extrapolated to
the beam line has to match the z coordinate of the primary
vertex within ±1 cm. The ID track is required to satisfy the
track-hit requirements described in Ref. [81]; in addition,
the ID track must include a position measurement from the
innermost layer of the pixel detector. To reduce background
from non-isolated muons produced in the decay of hadrons
within jets, muons are required to be isolated. This is achieved
with a track-based isolation variable defined as the sum of
transverse momenta of ID tracks with pT > 1 GeV within
a cone 
R = 0.4 around the muon direction and excluding
the muon track, denoted as pcone40T . The value of pcone40T is
required to be less than 10% of the muon pT. The efficiency of
this isolation requirement is about 92% for signal muons with
pT = 20 GeV and increases to about 99% for pT > 40 GeV.
Events in the muon channels were selected during data-
taking with a trigger demanding the presence of a single muon
with pT > 18 GeV. The selection of W events demands one
muon with pT > 25 GeV and |η| < 2.4, while a veto on
any further muon with pT > 20 GeV is imposed to reduce
contamination from the Z/γ ∗ → μ+μ− process. The same
missing transverse momentum EmissT > 25 GeV and trans-
verse mass mT > 40 GeV requirements are imposed as in
the W → eν analysis. Events for the Z/γ ∗ → μ+μ−
analysis are selected by requiring exactly two muons with
pT > 20 GeV and |η| < 2.4. The two muons are required to
be of opposite charge, and the invariant mass of the μ+μ−
pair, mμμ, is required to be between 46 and 150 GeV.
4.2 Calibration and efficiencies
Muon transverse momentum corrections and trigger and
reconstruction efficiencies are measured using the same
methods as applied in Ref. [1] and documented in Refs. [81,
82]. Muon transverse momentum resolution corrections are
determined comparing data and MC events as a function of
η in the barrel and end-cap regions [81]. They are derived
by fitting the Z → μ+μ− invariant mass spectrum and
the distributions of 1/pIDT − 1/pMST for both μ+ and μ−,
where pIDT and pMST are the muon transverse momenta in
Z → μ+μ− and W → μν events, measured in only the ID
and the muon spectrometer, respectively. Muon transverse
momentum scale corrections are measured by comparing
the peak positions in the data and MC Z → μ+μ− invari-
ant mass distributions. Further charge-dependent corrections
are derived by comparing the muon transverse momentum
distributions in Z → μ+μ− events for positive and nega-
tive muons [81,83]. The momentum scale in the simulation
is found to be higher than in the data by about 0.1–0.2%
in the central region and 0.3–0.4% in the forward region.
An additional, momentum-dependent correction is applied
to account for charge-dependent biases. For a transverse
momentum of 40 GeV this correction is less than 0.1% in
the central region and extends to 0.5% in the forward region.
The muon momentum resolution is found to be 2–5% worse
in the data than in the simulation. All scale and resolution cor-
rections are applied to the simulated event samples to match
the characteristics of the data.
Muon trigger and reconstruction efficiencies are measured
with a tag-and-probe method in a sample of Z → μ+μ−
events. Imposing tighter selections on the invariant mass and
on the angular correlation between the two muons reduces
the background contamination and allows one of the muons
to be selected with looser requirements to measure the effi-
ciencies [81]. The reconstruction efficiencies are measured
using a factorized approach: the efficiency of the combined
reconstruction is derived with respect to the ID tracks, and
the efficiency of reconstructing a muon in the inner tracker
is measured relative to the MS tracks. The isolation selection
efficiency is estimated relative to combined tracks. Finally,
the trigger efficiency is measured relative to isolated com-
bined muons.
The measured data-to-simulation ratios of efficiencies are
applied as corrections to the simulation. In general, these fac-
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Fig. 2 Distributions used for the estimation of the multijet background
in the W → μν channel (left) and Z/γ ∗ → μ+μ− channel (right).
For the W → μν channel, the result of the template fit using the EmissT
distribution is shown. The vertical line indicates the upper boundary
(EmissT = 60 GeV) of the region used in the fit. The label “EWK+top”
refers to the electroweak and top-quark background contributions esti-
mated from MC simulation, which are here treated in a common tem-
plate together with the W → μν signal. In the Z/γ ∗ → μ+μ− chan-
nel, the full pcone40T /pT distribution is used to normalize the multijet
template from data. The sum of all expected background and signal
contributions is shown as a solid line with a hashed band detailing the
statistical uncertainty and labelled “total (stat)”
tors are close to unity, indicating that the simulation repro-
duces detector effects very well. The corrections for the com-
bined reconstruction efficiency are 1–2%, except for a small
region around |η|  1.0 where a larger correction of 6–7%
is applied to account for muon chambers simulated but not
installed. These correction factors are parameterized in η and
φ and they are determined with a 0.1–0.3% relative uncer-
tainty. The efficiency of the isolation requirement is also
modelled well in the simulation. The correction is derived
as a function of the transverse momentum and is about 1%
for pT = 20 GeV and decreases as pT increases to reach
about 0.2% for pT > 40 GeV. The relative uncertainty of
the isolation efficiency correction is about 0.1–0.3%. A larger
correction is needed to account for the mismodelling of the
trigger efficiency in simulation, ranging from 5–10%. This
is parameterized as a function of η and pT and known with
a 0.1–0.8% relative uncertainty.
4.3 Backgrounds
The electroweak background in the W → μν channel is
dominated by W → τν and Z/γ ∗ → μ+μ− events and is
estimated with the simulation. Relative to the number of all
W± candidate events, the W → τν contribution is deter-
mined to be between 1.9 and 2.1% for the different bins
of pseudorapidity and is a similar fraction of W+ and W−
events. The Z/γ ∗ → μ+μ− contribution is estimated to
be between 1.1 and 5.7%. Further contributions at the 0.1–
0.8% level arise from t t¯ , Z/γ ∗ → τ+τ−, single top-quark
and diboson production. The sum of electroweak and top-
quark backgrounds ranges from 4.5 to 9.6% in the W− chan-
nel and from 4.0 to 7.0% in the W+ channel. In contrast to
W → τν background, the other electroweak and top-quark
background yields are of similar absolute size in W+ and
W− events.
The multijet background in the W → μν channel origi-
nates primarily from heavy-quark decays, with smaller con-
tributions from pion and kaon decays in flight and fake muons
from hadrons that punch through the calorimeter. Given the
uncertainty in the dijet cross-section prediction and the diffi-
culty of properly simulating non-prompt muons, the multijet
background is derived from data. The number of background
events is determined from a binned maximum-likelihood
template fit to the EmissT distribution, as shown in the left
panel of Fig. 2. The fit is used to determine the normalization
of two components, one for the signal and electroweak plus
top-quark backgrounds, taken from simulation, and a sec-
ond for the multijet background, derived from data. No prior
knowledge of the normalization of the two components is
assumed. The multijet template is derived from a control sam-
ple defined by reversing the isolation requirement imposed
to select the signal and without applying any requirement on
EmissT . The fits are done separately for W+ and W− events
and in each η region of the differential cross-section mea-
surement.
This analysis yields a fraction of multijet background
events between 2.7% in the most central pseudorapidity
bin and 1.3% in the most forward bin of the measure-
ment for the W+ channel and between 3.5 and 2.6% for
the W− channel, respectively. The systematic uncertainty,
dominated by the uncertainty in the EmissT modelling for
signal events in simulation, is estimated to be about 0.4–
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0.8% relative to the number of background events. While
this background is determined separately for W+ and W−
samples, the resulting background yields are found to be
compatible between both charges within the statistical uncer-
tainty. As in the electron channel, the multijet background
was also determined with an alternative method following
Ref. [7], which gives an estimate well within the systematic
uncertainty assigned to the baseline determination described
above.
The background contributions in the Z/γ ∗ → μ+μ−
channel due to isolated muons from t t¯ , Z/γ ∗ → τ+τ−, and
diboson production behave similarly to those in the electron
channel. In the Z -peak region, mμμ = 66–116 GeV, these
are estimated to be 0.1, 0.07, and 0.1%, respectively. The
total background from electroweak and top-quark processes
outside the Z -peak region is around 6% for mμμ = 46–
66 GeV and around 4% for mμμ = 116–150 GeV.
The multijet background in the Z/γ ∗ → μ+μ− chan-
nel is estimated from data using various methods. The first
class of methods is based on binned maximum-likelihood
template fits using different discriminating distributions:
the isolation, transverse impact parameter and pT of the
muon, and the dimuon invariant mass. The templates for
the multijet background are derived in most cases from
data control samples obtained by inverting the requirements
on muon isolation or the opposite-charge requirement on
the muon pair, depending on the quantity fitted. Alterna-
tive templates are also derived from simulation of inclu-
sive heavy-flavour production with semileptonic decays of
charm or bottom hadrons to muons. The right panel of
Fig. 2 shows the result of the template fit in the muon iso-
lation distribution to determine the absolute scale of the
multijet background, which is then extrapolated to the iso-
lated region. For this particular method, the multijet tem-
plate is modelled by a combination of same-charge data
events, used to represent the background from light-quark
production, and a contribution from simulated heavy-flavour
production, where the small same-charge fraction is sub-
tracted from the dominant opposite-charge dimuon contri-
bution.
In addition to the template fits, a method extrapolat-
ing from control regions defined by inverting the isola-
tion, opposite charge, or both requirements is employed.
All methods, apart from the template fit in mμμ, are per-
formed separately in the three mass regions of the differ-
ential Z/γ ∗ → μ+μ− cross-section measurements. The
fraction of background events is calculated as the weighted
average of these measurements and found to be 0.09% in
the mμμ = 66–116 GeV mass region. The relative statis-
tical uncertainty is 50%. A relative systematic uncertainty
of 80% is assigned based on the spread of the weighted
measurements. In the mμμ = 46–66 (116–150) GeV mass
region the fraction of multijet background events is esti-
mated to be 0.5 (0.2)% with relative statistical and sys-
tematic uncertainties of 15% (14%) and 80% (60%), respec-
tively.
The shape of the multijet background as a function of yμμ
is derived from a simulated sample of multijet events selected
with a looser muon isolation requirement to increase the sta-
tistical precision. Systematic uncertainties in the shape of
the multijet background as a function of yμμ are assessed by
comparing the shape in simulation obtained with the looser
and nominal muon selections as well as comparing the shape
predicted by the simulation to the shape in a data control
region, where at least one muon fails either the isolation or
transverse impact parameter requirements. An additional rel-
ative uncertainty of 22% is obtained, treated as uncorrelated
in rapidity and mass bins.
Cosmic-ray muons overlapping in time with a collision
event are another potential source of background. From a
study of non-colliding bunches, this background contribution
is found to be negligible.
5 Cross-section results
5.1 Analysis procedure
The integrated and differential W+ → +ν, W− → −ν¯,
and Z/γ ∗ →  production cross sections times the branch-
ing ratio for decays into a single lepton flavour ( = e or μ)
are measured in fiducial volumes as defined in Sect. 2.3. Inte-
grated fiducial cross sections in the electron (muon) channel
are computed following the equation
σ
fid,e(μ)
W→e(μ)ν[Z→ee(μμ)] =
NW [Z ] − BW [Z ]
CW [Z ] · L int , (5)
where NW [Z ] is the number of observed signal candidates in
data and BW [Z ] is the number of background events expected
in the selected sample. The integrated luminosity of the sam-
ple is L int = (4.58 ± 0.08) fb−1 for all channels except the
W → eν analysis, where it is L int = (4.51 ± 0.08) fb−1. A
correction for the event detection efficiency is applied with
the factor CW [Z ] , which is obtained from the simulation as
CW [Z ] =
N MC,recW [Z ]
N MC,gen,fidW [Z ]
. (6)
Here, N MC,recW [Z ] is the sum of event weights after simulation,
reconstruction and selection, adjusted for the observed data-
to-simulation differences such as in reconstruction, identifi-
cation, and trigger efficiencies. The denominator N MC,gen,fidW [Z ]
is computed with generator-level information after fiducial
requirements. To correct the measurements for QED FSR
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effects, the fiducial requirements at generator level are imple-
mented using the lepton momenta before photon radiation.
The lepton pairs (+−, +ν or −ν¯) are required to origi-
nate directly from the decay of the Z/γ ∗ or W± bosons. The
CW [Z ] correction is affected mostly by experimental uncer-
tainties, which are described in Sects. 3 and 4.
The following uncertainties in CW [Z ] of theoretical origin
are considered. PDF-induced uncertainties are determined by
reweighting the signal samples [84] to the 26 eigenvectors of
the CT10 set and scaling the resulting uncertainty to 68%
confidence level (CL). The effect of an imperfect descrip-
tion of the boson transverse momentum spectra is estimated
by an additional reweighting of the W± and Z/γ ∗ samples,
beyond that discussed in Sect. 2.2, by the data-to-simulation
ratio observed in the Z -peak region. Uncertainties related to
the implementation of the NLO QCD matrix element and its
matching to the parton shower are estimated from the dif-
ference between the CW [Z ] correction factors obtained from
the Powheg+Herwig and MC@NLO+Herwig signal sam-
ples. A similar systematic uncertainty related to the signal
modelling is estimated by changing the parton showering,
hadronization, and underlying event by comparing analy-
sis results using Powheg+Pythia6 and Powheg+Herwig
samples. When changing the signal generator, the CW [Z ] cor-
rection factors vary by small amounts due to differences in the
simulated charged-lepton and neutrino kinematics, the detec-
tor response to the hadronic recoil, and the electron and muon
identification and isolation efficiencies. The full data-driven
estimate of multijet background in the W → ν channels
is repeated when changing the signal samples, as the recon-
structed EmissT and mT shapes have a significant impact in the
fit.
For the measurement of charge-separated W+ and W−
cross sections, the CW factor is modified to incorporate a cor-
rection for event migration between the W+ and W− samples
as
CW+ =
N MC,rec+W
N MC,gen+,fidW
and CW− =
N MC,rec−W
N MC,gen−,fidW
, (7)
where N MC,rec+W and N
MC,rec−
W are sums of event weights
reconstructed as W+ or W−, respectively, regardless of the
generated charge; similarly N MC,gen+,fidW and N
MC,gen−,fid
W
are sums of events generated as W+ and W−, respectively,
regardless of the reconstructed lepton charge. This charge
misidentification effect is only relevant for the electron chan-
nels and negligible in the muon channels.
The correction of the differential distributions follows a
similar methodology, but it is performed using the Bayesian
Iterative method [85,86], as implemented in the RooUnfold
package [87] using three iterations. The differential distri-
butions considered in this paper are constructed to have bin
purities of typically more than 90%, where the bin purity is
defined as the ratio of events generated and reconstructed in
a certain bin to all events reconstructed in that bin. Slightly
lower purities of 80–90% are observed in the Z/γ ∗ analyses
below the Z -peak region (m = 46–66 GeV) due to QED
FSR effects and in the forward Z → e+e− analysis due to
worse experimental resolution. Because of the very high bin
purities, the unfolding is to a large extent reduced to an effi-
ciency correction. Residual prior uncertainties are covered
by the variations of theoretical origin as discussed for the
CW [Z ] factors above.
Fiducial cross sections in the electron and muon channels,
as reported in Sects. 5.2.1 and 5.2.2, are then extrapolated to
the common fiducial volume by applying a small correction
Ee(μ)W [Z ] as mentioned in Sect. 2.3:
σ fidW→ν[Z→] =
σ
fid,e(μ)
W→e(μ)ν[Z→ee(μμ)]
Ee(μ)W [Z ]
. (8)
These Ee(μ)W [Z ] corrections account for the different η accep-
tances for electrons and muons in both the CC and NC anal-
yses and are calculated from the nominal signal samples
generated with Powheg+Pythia6. These correction factors
are typically in the range of 0.90–0.95, but are as low as
0.65 in a few bins at high lepton pseudorapidity or dilepton
rapidity. Uncertainties in these extrapolation factors account
for PDF uncertainties as well as further signal modelling
uncertainties obtained by comparing samples generated with
Powheg+Herwig and MC@NLO. These uncertainties are
found to be small, ∼0.1%, and are always well below the
experimental precision of the measurements.
The total W± → ν and Z/γ ∗ →  cross sections, times
leptonic branching ratio, are calculated using the relation
σ totW→ν[Z→] =
σ fidW→ν[Z→]
AW [Z ]
, (9)
where the acceptance AW [Z ] extrapolates the cross section
for the W+, W− and the Z/γ ∗ channels, measured in the
fiducial volume, σ fidW→ν[Z→], to the full kinematic region.
It is given by
AW [Z ] =
N MC,gen,fidW [Z ]
N MC,gen,totW [Z ]
, (10)
where N MC,gen,totW [Z ] is the total sum of weights of all generated
MC events. Uncertainties in the acceptance from the theoreti-
cal uncertainties in the process modelling and in the PDFs are
estimated as indicated above and amount to typically ±(1.5–
2.0)%. This therefore significantly increases the uncertainty
in the total cross sections with respect to the fiducial cross
sections.
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5.2 Cross-section measurements
5.2.1 Electron channels
To ensure an adequate description of important kinematic
variables in the electron channels, Figs. 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9
compare several distributions of the data to the signal simula-
tion and estimated backgrounds. The signal and electroweak
background distributions are taken from the simulation and
normalized to the corresponding data luminosity. The dis-
tributions of the background from multijet production are
obtained from data and normalized as described in Sect. 3.3.
Figures 3, 4, 5 and 6 show the distributions of the electron
transverse momentum, the electron pseudorapidity, the miss-
ing transverse momentum, and the transverse mass of candi-
date W events, respectively. The invariant mass distribution
of electron pairs, selected by the Z/γ ∗ → e+e− analyses,
and the dilepton rapidity distributions are shown in Figs. 7,
8 and 9, respectively. Good agreement between data and the
predictions is observed in general for all kinematic distribu-
tions. Small disagreements in the shapes of the EmissT and
mT distributions of W -boson candidates are visible at the
level of 2–10%. These deviations are covered by uncertain-
ties on the multijet background and on the signal modelling,
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Fig. 3 The transverse momentum distribution of electrons for W+ →
e+ν candidates (left) and W− → e−ν¯ candidates (right). The simulated
samples are normalized to the data luminosity. The multijet background
shape is taken from a data control sample and normalized to the esti-
mated yield of multijet events. The sum of all expected background and
signal contributions is shown as a solid line with a hashed band detail-
ing the statistical uncertainty and labelled “total (stat)”. The legend lists
only background sources with a visible contribution
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Fig. 4 The pseudorapidity distribution of electrons for W+ → e+ν
candidates (left) and W− → e−ν¯ candidates (right). The simulated
samples are normalized to the data luminosity. The multijet background
shape is taken from a data control sample and normalized to the esti-
mated yield of multijet events. The sum of all expected background and
signal contributions is shown as a solid line with a hashed band detail-
ing the statistical uncertainty and labelled “total (stat)”. The legend lists
only background sources with a visible contribution
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Fig. 5 The missing transverse momentum distribution for W+ → e+ν
candidates (left) and W− → e−ν¯ candidates (right). The simulated
samples are normalized to the data luminosity. The multijet background
shape is taken from a data control sample and normalized to the esti-
mated yield of multijet events. The sum of all expected background and
signal contributions is shown as a solid line with a hashed band detail-
ing the statistical uncertainty and labelled “total (stat)”. The legend lists
only background sources with a visible contribution
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Fig. 6 The transverse mass distribution for W+ → e+ν candidates
(left) and W− → e−ν¯ candidates (right). The simulated samples are
normalized to the data luminosity. The multijet background shape is
taken from a data control sample and normalized to the estimated yield
of multijet events. The sum of all expected background and signal con-
tributions is shown as a solid line with a hashed band detailing the
statistical uncertainty and labelled “total (stat)”. The legend lists only
background sources with a visible contribution
for the latter specifically the variations related to the hadronic
recoil response and W-boson pT spectrum. In the forward
Z/γ ∗ → e+e− distributions, small disagreements at low
mee and localised in particular yee bins of the high mass
region mee = 116–150 GeV are covered by the systematic
uncertainties on the electron energy scale and resolution, and
background yields, respectively.
Table 1 summarizes the number of selected candidates,
estimated background events and the CW [Z ] correction fac-
tors used for the four different integrated electron chan-
nel measurements: W+, W−, central Z/γ ∗, and forward
Z/γ ∗ analyses, both Z/γ ∗ analyses in the Z -peak region of
66 < mee < 116 GeV. The corresponding four integrated
cross sections in the fiducial phase space specific to the elec-
tron channels are reported in Table 2 with their uncertainties
due to data statistics, luminosity, and further experimental
systematic uncertainties.
The systematic uncertainties split into their different com-
ponents are shown in Table 3. Apart from the luminosity
contribution of 1.8%, the W → eν cross section is mea-
sured with an experimental uncertainty of 0.9% for the W+
channel and 1.1% for the W− channel. The central Z/γ ∗ →
e+e− cross section in the Z -peak region is measured with
an uncertainty of 0.35%. The extended forward rapidity
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Fig. 8 The dilepton rapidity distributions for Z/γ ∗ → e+e− candi-
dates with two central electrons in the mass regions 46 < mee < 66 GeV
(left), 66 < mee < 116 GeV (middle) and 116 < mee < 150 GeV
(right). The simulated samples are normalized to the data luminosity.
The multijet background shape is taken from a data control sample and
normalized to the estimated yield of multijet events. The sum of all
expected background and signal contributions is shown as a solid line
with a hashed band detailing the statistical uncertainty and labelled
“total (stat)”. The legend lists only background sources with a visible
contribution
Z/γ ∗ → e+e− cross section is measured with an uncertainty
of 2.3%.
The uncertainties of the data-driven determinations of the
electron and hadronic recoil responses, discussed in Sect. 3.2,
are propagated to the measurements. These comprise uncer-
tainties in the electron detection efficiencies, separated into
contributions from the trigger, reconstruction, identification,
and isolation, which are relatively small for the W → eν
channel, about 0.2% in total, but constitute the dominant
systematic uncertainties in the central Z data and amount
to 0.25%. In the forward Z analysis the dominant systematic
uncertainty, of about 1.5%, comes from the forward elec-
tron identification. The effects from charge misidentification
only affect the W± → eν cross sections and are very small,
<0.1%. Both the central and forward electron pT resolution
and scale uncertainties are in general subdominant, amount-
ing to about 0.2%. The W → eν analyses are also affected
by uncertainties in the hadronic recoil response, decomposed
into soft EmissT and jet energy scale and resolution uncertain-
ties, which add up to a total contribution of about 0.2%.
Signal modelling variations using different event genera-
tors, as discussed in Sect. 5.1, contribute significant uncer-
tainties of 0.6–0.7% to the W → eν analysis and 1.1% to the
forward Z analysis, while the effect on the central Z analysis
is smaller with 0.2%. This source of uncertainty comprises
effects from the lepton efficiencies and, for the W → eν
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Fig. 9 The dilepton rapidity distributions for Z/γ ∗ → e+e− candi-
dates with one central and one forward electron in the mass region
66 < mee < 116 GeV (left) and 116 GeV < mee < 150 GeV (right).
The simulated samples are normalized to the data luminosity. The multi-
jet background shape is taken from a data control sample and normalized
to the estimated yield of multijet events. The sum of all expected back-
ground and signal contributions is shown as a solid line with a hashed
band detailing the statistical uncertainty and labelled “total (stat)”. The
legend lists only background sources with a visible contribution
Table 1 Number of observed event candidates N , of estimated back-
ground events B, and the correction factors C for the W+, W−, central
and forward Z/γ ∗ (66 < mee < 116 GeV) electron channels. The cor-
rection factors C were defined in Eq. (6). The charge asymmetry in the
background to the W± channels stems from the W → τν contribution,
which is proportional to the signal yield. The given uncertainties are
the sum in quadrature of statistical and systematic components. The
statistical uncertainties in C are negligible
N B C
W+ → e+ν 7,552,884 515,000 ± 48,000 0.572 ± 0.004
W− → e−ν¯ 5,286,997 468,000 ± 40,000 0.586 ± 0.005
Central Z/γ ∗ → e+e− 1,011,940 4750 ± 350 0.500 ± 0.002
Forward Z/γ ∗ → e+e− 321,575 9170 ± 460 0.425 ± 0.010
analysis, effects from the multijet background determination,
which relies on EmissT and mT shapes, and the hadronic recoil
response. Other theoretical modelling uncertainties, due to
PDFs and boson pT effects, are at the level of 0.1–0.2%.
Uncertainties in the background subtraction are discussed
in Sect. 3.3. The contribution from the electroweak and top-
quark backgrounds is small and <0.2% for all channels. The
multijet background to the W → eν channel, however, rep-
resents one of the dominant uncertainties with 0.6–0.7%.
The differential cross-section measurements as a function
of the W± electron pseudorapidity and the dielectron rapid-
ity and mass for the Z/γ ∗ channel are summarized in the
Appendix in the Tables 23, 24, 25 and 26. The statistical
uncertainties in the W → eν differential cross sections are
about 0.1–0.2%, and the total uncertainties are in the range
of 0.9–2.2%, excluding the luminosity uncertainty.
The differential Z/γ ∗ → e+e− cross sections in the cen-
tral region are measured in the mee = 66–116 GeV invariant
mass region with a statistical uncertainty of about 0.3–0.5%
up to |y| = 2.0 and of 0.9% for |y| = 2.0–2.4. The total
uncertainty, excluding the luminosity uncertainty, is 0.5–
Table 2 Fiducial cross sections times branching ratios for W+, W−,
central and forward Z/γ ∗ (66 < mee < 116 GeV) production in the
electron decay channels. The fiducial regions used for the measurement
are those defined for the combined fiducial regions in Sect. 2.3, except
that the central electron pseudorapidity is restricted to be |η| < 2.47 and
excludes 1.37 < |η| < 1.52, and the forward electron pseudorapidity
excludes the region 3.16 < |η| < 3.35. The uncertainties denote the
statistical (stat), the systematic (syst) and the luminosity (lumi) uncer-
tainties
σ
fid,e
W→eν (pb)
W+ → e+ν 2726 ± 1 (stat) ± 28 (syst) ± 49 (lumi)
W− → e−ν¯ 1823 ± 1 (stat) ± 21 (syst) ± 33 (lumi)
σ
fid,e
Z/γ ∗→ee (pb)
Central Z/γ ∗ → e+e− 439.5 ± 0.4 (stat) ± 1.5 (syst) ± 7.9 (lumi)
Forward Z/γ ∗ → e+e− 160.2 ± 0.3 (stat) ± 3.7 (syst) ± 2.9 (lumi)
0.7% up to |y| = 2.0 and 1.4% for |y| = 2.0–2.4. The
statistical uncertainties of the differential Z/γ ∗ → e+e−
cross sections measured in the regions mee = 46–66 GeV
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Table 3 Relative uncertainties
δσ in the measured integrated
fiducial cross sections times
branching ratios of W+, W−,
central and forward Z/γ ∗
(66 < mee < 116 GeV) in the
electron channels
δσW+ (%) δσW− (%) δσZ (%) δσforward Z (%)
Trigger efficiency 0.03 0.03 0.05 0.05
Reconstruction efficiency 0.12 0.12 0.20 0.13
Identification efficiency 0.09 0.09 0.16 0.12
Forward identification
efficiency
− − − 1.51
Isolation efficiency 0.03 0.03 − 0.04
Charge misidentification 0.04 0.06 − −
Electron pT resolution 0.02 0.03 0.01 0.01
Electron pT scale 0.22 0.18 0.08 0.12
Forward electron pT scale +
resolution
− − − 0.18
EmissT soft term scale 0.14 0.13 − −
EmissT soft term resolution 0.06 0.04 − −
Jet energy scale 0.04 0.02 − −
Jet energy resolution 0.11 0.15 − −
Signal modelling
(matrix-element generator)
0.57 0.64 0.03 1.12
Signal modelling (parton
shower and hadronization)
0.24 0.25 0.18 1.25
PDF 0.10 0.12 0.09 0.06
Boson pT 0.22 0.19 0.01 0.04
Multijet background 0.55 0.72 0.03 0.05
Electroweak+top background 0.17 0.19 0.02 0.14
Background statistical
uncertainty
0.02 0.03 <0.01 0.04
Unfolding statistical
uncertainty
0.03 0.04 0.04 0.13
Data statistical uncertainty 0.04 0.05 0.10 0.18
Total experimental uncertainty 0.94 1.08 0.35 2.29
Luminosity 1.8 1.8 1.8 1.8
and 116–150 GeV are in the range 1.5–5%, dominating the
total uncertainties of 2–6%.
The uncertainties in the forward Z/γ ∗ → e+e− differen-
tial cross sections are dominated by systematic uncertainties.
At the Z peak, the total uncertainty is 3–8%, while in the
high-mass region it is about 10–20%.
5.2.2 Muon channels
The description of important kinematic variables in the
muon-channel data by the signal simulation and the estimated
backgrounds is illustrated in Figs. 10, 11, 12, 13, 14 and
15. The signal and electroweak background distributions are
taken from MC simulation and normalized to the correspond-
ing data luminosity. The distributions for the background
from multijet production are obtained from data and normal-
ized as described in Sect. 4.3. Figures 10, 11 and 12 show the
distributions of muon transverse momentum, muon pseudo-
rapidity and the missing transverse momentum of candidate
W events for positive and negative charges. The transverse
mass distributions are shown in Fig. 13. The dimuon mass
distribution of muon pairs selected by the Z/γ ∗ → μ+μ−
analysis are shown in Fig. 14, while Fig. 15 shows the dimuon
rapidity distributions for the three invariant mass regions. The
level of agreement between data and simulation is good in
all cases. Small disagreements in the shapes of the EmissT and
mT distributions of W-boson candidates are visible in a sim-
ilar way as in the electron channel and are covered by the
systematic uncertainties.
Table 4 reports the number of candidates, the estimated
background events and the CW [Z ] correction factors used for
the three different integrated muon channel measurements of
the W+, W−, and Z/γ ∗ cross sections, the latter in the Z -
peak region of 66 < mμμ < 116 GeV. The corresponding
three integrated cross sections in the fiducial phase space spe-
cific to the muon channels are reported in Table 5 with their
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Fig. 10 The transverse momentum distribution of muons for W+ →
μ+ν candidates (left) and W− → μ−ν¯ candidates (right). The simu-
lated samples are normalized to the data luminosity. The multijet back-
ground shape is taken from a data control sample and normalized to
the estimated yield of multijet events. The sum of all expected back-
ground and signal contributions is shown as a solid line with a hashed
band detailing the statistical uncertainty and labelled “total (stat)”. The
legend lists only background sources with a visible contribution
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Fig. 11 The pseudorapidity distribution of muons for W+ → μ+ν
candidates (left) and W− → μ−ν¯ candidates (right). The simulated
samples are normalized to the data luminosity. The multijet background
shape is taken from a data control sample and normalized to the esti-
mated yield of multijet events. The sum of all expected background and
signal contributions is shown as a solid line with a hashed band detail-
ing the statistical uncertainty and labelled “total (stat)”. The legend lists
only background sources with a visible contribution
uncertainties due to data statistics, luminosity, and further
experimental systematic uncertainties.
The breakdown of the systematic uncertainty in all chan-
nels is shown in Table 6. Apart from the luminosity contribu-
tion of 1.8%, the W → μν cross sections are measured with
an experimental uncertainty of 0.6% and the Z → μ+μ−
cross section is measured with an experimental uncertainty
of 0.4%.
The uncertainties of the data-driven determinations of
muon and hadronic recoil responses, discussed in Sect. 4.2,
are propagated to the measurements. This comprises the
uncertainties in the muon detection efficiencies, separated
into contributions from the trigger, reconstruction, and isola-
tion, which are relatively small for the W → μν channels and
about 0.2% in total, but constitute the dominant systematic
uncertainties in the Z → μ+μ− case with 0.34%. The muon
pT resolution and scale uncertainties are very small for Z and
subdominant for the W → μν channels at about 0.2%. The
W → μν analyses are furthermore affected by uncertainties
in the hadronic recoil response, decomposed into soft EmissT
and jet energy scale and resolution uncertainties, which add
up to a total uncertainty contribution of about 0.2%.
Signal modelling variations with different event genera-
tors as discussed in Sect. 5.1 contribute uncertainties of about
0.1% to both the W → μν and Z → μ+μ− analyses. The
high precision is achieved after a dedicated re-evaluation of
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Fig. 12 The missing transverse momentum distribution for W+ →
μ+ν candidates (left) and W− → μ−ν¯ candidates (right). The simu-
lated samples are normalized to the data luminosity. The multijet back-
ground shape is taken from a data control sample and normalized to
the estimated yield of multijet events. The sum of all expected back-
ground and signal contributions is shown as a solid line with a hashed
band detailing the statistical uncertainty and labelled “total (stat)”. The
legend lists only background sources with a visible contribution
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Fig. 13 The transverse mass distribution for W+ → μ+ν candidates
(left) and W− → μ−ν¯ candidates (right). The simulated samples are
normalized to the data luminosity. The multijet background shape is
taken from a data control sample and normalized to the estimated yield
of multijet events. The sum of all expected background and signal con-
tributions is shown as a solid line with a hashed band detailing the
statistical uncertainty and labelled “total (stat)”. The legend lists only
background sources with a visible contribution
the data-to-simulation correction factor for the muon iso-
lation using alternative signal samples, which is especially
relevant for the Z → μ+μ− peak data analysis, where the
overlap of the samples used for efficiency calibration and
cross-section analysis is very large. For the W → μν analy-
sis, smaller effects from the multijet background determina-
tion and the hadronic recoil response remain. Other theoreti-
cal modelling uncertainties from PDFs and boson pT sources
are also at the level of 0.1–0.2%.
The determination of uncertainties in the background sub-
traction follows the discussion in Sect. 4.3. The contribution
of electroweak and top-quark backgrounds is about 0.2% for
the W → μν analyses and much smaller for the Z analysis.
With a contribution of about 0.3% the multijet background
dominates the systematic uncertainty for the W+ → μ+ν
and W− → μ−ν¯ channels.
The differential cross-section measurements, as a function
of the W+ and W− muon pseudorapidity and of the dimuon
rapidity and mass for the Z/γ ∗ channel, are summarized in
Appendix in the Tables 27, 28 and 29. The statistical uncer-
tainties in the W → μν differential cross sections are about
0.1–0.2%, and the total uncertainties are 0.6–0.9%, exclud-
ing the luminosity uncertainty.
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The differential Z/γ ∗ → μ+μ− cross sections are mea-
sured in the mμμ = 66–116 GeV invariant mass region with
a statistical uncertainty of about 0.3% up to |y| < 2.0 and
of 0.8% for larger |y| < 2.4. The total uncertainty, exclud-
ing the luminosity uncertainty, is 0.5% up to |y| < 2.0
and 1.0% for |y| = 2.4. The statistical uncertainties of
the differential Z/γ ∗ → μ+μ− cross sections measured in
the mμμ = 46–66 GeV and 116–150 GeV invariant mass
regions are 1.3–4%, and the total uncertainties amount to
2–5%.
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Fig. 14 The dilepton invariant mass distributions for Z/γ ∗ → μ+μ−
candidates. The simulated samples are normalized to the data luminos-
ity. The multijet background shape is taken from a data control sample
and normalized to the estimated yield of multijet events. The sum of
all expected background and signal contributions is shown as a solid
line with a hashed band detailing the statistical uncertainty and labelled
“total (stat)”. The legend lists only background sources with a visible
contribution
Table 4 Number of observed candidates N , of expected background
events B, and the correction factors C for the W+, W−, and Z/γ ∗
(66 < mμμ < 116 GeV) muon channels. The correction factors C
were defined in Eq. (6). The charge asymmetry in the background to
the W± channels stems from the W → τν contributions, which is
proportional to the signal yield. The uncertainties are the quadratic sum
of statistical and systematic components. The statistical uncertainties
in C are negligible
N B C
W+ → μ+ν 9,225,887 683,000 ± 32,000 0.656 ± 0.003
W− → μ−ν¯ 6,260,198 598,000 ± 20,000 0.649 ± 0.003
Z/γ ∗ → μ+μ− 1,612,440 6600 ± 1200 0.734 ± 0.003
Table 5 Fiducial cross sections times branching ratios for W+, W−,
and Z/γ ∗ (66 < mμμ < 116 GeV) production in the muon decay
channel. The fiducial regions used for the measurement are those defined
for the combined fiducial regions in Sect. 2.3, except that the muon
pseudorapidity is restricted to be within |η| < 2.4. The uncertainties
denote the statistical (stat), the systematic (syst), and the luminosity
(lumi) uncertainties
σ
fid,μ
W→μν (pb)
W+ → μ+ν 2839 ± 1 (stat) ± 17 (syst) ± 51 (lumi)
W− → μ−ν¯ 1901 ± 1 (stat) ± 11 (syst) ± 34 (lumi)
σ
fid,μ
Z/γ ∗→μμ (pb)
Z/γ ∗ → μ+μ− 477.8 ± 0.4 (stat) ± 2.0 (syst) ± 8.6 (lumi)
5.3 Test of electron–muon universality
Ratios of the measured W and Z production cross sections in
the electron and muon decay channels are evaluated from the
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Fig. 15 The dilepton rapidity distributions for Z/γ ∗ → μ+μ− can-
didates in the mass regions 46 < mμμ < 66 GeV (left), 66 < mμμ <
116 GeV (middle) and 116 < mμμ < 150 GeV (right). The simulated
samples are normalized to the data luminosity. The multijet background
shape is taken from a data control sample and normalized to the esti-
mated yield of multijet events. The sum of all expected background and
signal contributions is shown as a solid line with a hashed band detail-
ing the statistical uncertainty and labelled “total (stat)”. The legend lists
only background sources with a visible contribution
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Table 6 Relative uncertainties δσ in the measured integrated fiducial
cross sections times branching ratios in the muon channels. The effi-
ciency uncertainties are partially correlated between the trigger, recon-
struction and isolation terms. This is taken into account in the compu-
tation of the total uncertainty quoted in the table
δσW+ (%) δσW− (%) δσZ (%)
Trigger efficiency 0.08 0.07 0.05
Reconstruction efficiency 0.19 0.17 0.30
Isolation efficiency 0.10 0.09 0.15
Muon pT resolution 0.01 0.01 <0.01
Muon pT scale 0.18 0.17 0.03
EmissT soft term scale 0.19 0.19 −
EmissT soft term resolution 0.10 0.09 −
Jet energy scale 0.09 0.12 −
Jet energy resolution 0.11 0.16 −
Signal modelling
(matrix-element generator)
0.12 0.06 0.04
Signal modelling (parton
shower and hadronization)
0.14 0.17 0.22
PDF 0.09 0.12 0.07
Boson pT 0.18 0.14 0.04
Multijet background 0.33 0.27 0.07
Electroweak+top background 0.19 0.24 0.02
Background statistical
uncertainty
0.03 0.04 0.01
Unfolding statistical
uncertainty
0.03 0.03 0.02
Data statistical uncertainty 0.04 0.04 0.08
Total experimental uncertainty 0.61 0.59 0.43
Luminosity 1.8 1.8 1.8
corresponding measurements minimally extrapolated to the
common fiducial phase space according to Eq. (8). These e/μ
cross-section ratios represent direct measurements of the cor-
responding relative branching fractions, which are predicted
to be unity in the SM given that lepton mass effects are neg-
ligible. Considering the case of the W boson, the ratio RW is
obtained from the sum of W+ and W− cross sections as:
RW = σ
fid,e
W→eν/EeW
σ
fid,μ
W→μν/E
μ
W
= σ
fid
W→eν
σ fidW→μν
= B R(W → eν)
B R(W → μν)
= 0.9967 ± 0.0004 (stat) ± 0.0101 (syst)
= 0.997 ± 0.010.
This measurement is more precise than the combination
of LEP results from e+e− → W+W− data of 1.007 ±
0.019 [88]. It also significantly improves on the previous
ATLAS measurements of 1.006 ± 0.024 with the 2010
data [1] and of 1.036±0.029 with the 2015 data [7]. Related
measurements were published by the CDF Collaboration
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Fig. 16 Measurement of the electron-to-muon cross-section ratios for
the W and Z production, RW and RZ . The orange and blue, shaded
bands represent the combination of the ratios of electron and muon
branching fractions for on-shell W and Z production as obtained at
the e+e− colliders LEP and SLC [88,90]. The green shaded ellipse
represents the 68% CL for the correlated measurement of RW and RZ ,
while the black error bars give the one-dimensional standard deviation.
The SM expectation of RW = RZ = 1 is indicated with an open circle
with RW = 1.018 ± 0.025 [89] and recently by the LHCb
Collaboration with RW = 1.020 ± 0.019 [14].
Similarly, the e/μ ratio of the Z -boson cross sections is
extracted:
RZ = σ
fid,e
Z→ee/EeZ
σ
fid,μ
Z→μμ/E
μ
Z
= σ
fid
Z→ee
σ fidZ→μμ
= B R(Z → ee)
B R(Z → μμ)
= 1.0026 ± 0.0013 (stat) ± 0.0048 (syst)
= 1.0026 ± 0.0050.
The result agrees well with the value obtained from the com-
bination of e+e− → Z LEP and SLC data of 0.9991 ±
0.0028 [90]. It is significantly more precise than the pre-
vious ATLAS measurements: 1.018 ± 0.031 with the 2010
data [1] and 1.005 ± 0.017 with the 2015 data [7].
The RW and RZ measurements therefore confirm lep-
ton (e–μ) universality in the weak vector-boson decays. The
result, taking into account the correlations between the W and
Z measurements, is illustrated in Fig. 16 as an ellipse. For
comparison, bands are shown representing the above cited
combined measurements from e+e− colliders.
For the leptonic W branching fraction, B R(W → ν),
precise constraints are also derived from off-shell W bosons
in τ -lepton, K -meson, and π -meson decays. For τ decays
the HFAG group [91] obtains RW = (ge/gμ)2 = 0.9964 ±
0.0028, where ge and gμ are the couplings of the W boson
to e and μ, respectively. The K TeV measurement of K →
π±∓ν decays results in RW = 1.0031 ± 0.0048 [92]. The
measurement of K ± → ±ν decays by NA62 corresponds
to an equivalent of RW = 1.0044 ± 0.0040 [93]. Finally,
measurements of π± → ±ν decays may be translated to a
value of RW = 0.9992 ± 0.0024 [94].
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5.4 Combination of cross sections
5.4.1 Combination procedure
The W± → ν and Z/γ ∗ →  cross-section measurements
are performed in both the electron and muon decay channels.
Assuming lepton universality, this provides a cross-check of
experimental consistency and, as described later in this sec-
tion, a means to improve the measurements when accounting
for correlated and uncorrelated experimental uncertainties in
the combination of the e and μ channel measurements. Cor-
relations arise from the use of electrons, muons, or EmissT
reconstructed in the same way for different channels, but
also due to similar or identical analysis techniques, e.g. in
the background estimation. The method used to combine the
cross-section data was also applied in the previous inclusive
W, Z cross-section measurement [1]. It was introduced for
the combination of HERA cross-section measurements in
Refs. [95,96].
The combination procedure minimizes the deviation of the
combined measurement σ icomb in a kinematic interval i from
the input measurements σ ik , where k = 1, 2 denotes the elec-
tron and muon measurements. This is achieved by allowing
the contributions b j of the correlated uncertainty sources j
to shift, where b j is expressed in units of standard deviations.
The procedure requires as input a list of γ ij,k values that spec-
ify the influence of the correlated uncertainty source j on the
measurement i in the data set k. The relative data statistical
and uncorrelated systematic uncertainties are given by δista,k
and δiunc,k , respectively. The resulting χ2 function
χ2(σcomb, b) =
∑
k,i
[
σ ik − σ icomb(1 −
∑
j γ
i
j,kb j )
]2
(
ik)
2
+
∑
j
b2j (11)
with
(
ik)
2 = (δista,k)2σ ikσ icomb + (δiunc,kσ icomb)2 (12)
includes a penalty term for the systematic shifts b j . The def-
inition of 
ik ensures the minimization of biases due to sta-
tistical fluctuations, affecting the estimate of the statistical
uncertainty, and treats systematic uncertainties in a multi-
plicative way [96]. Given the size of the statistical and sys-
tematic uncertainties for the data considered here, the differ-
ences between 
ik as used here and the simpler form without
scaling are very small.
The uncertainties due to electron and muon momentum
scales and resolutions are treated as fully correlated between
the W± → ν and Z/γ ∗ →  channels of a specific decay
channel. Uncertainties in the hadronic recoil response, sepa-
rated into jet and soft EmissT scales and resolutions, only affect
the W± channels and are treated in a correlated way between
the W+ and W− measurements and the e and μ channels.
The accurate determination of lepton selection efficien-
cies for online selection, reconstruction, identification, and
isolation is an important input to the analysis. The efficien-
cies are measured in data and applied as correction factors to
the simulation. These correction factors have statistical and
procedural uncertainties, which are propagated to the mea-
surements using pseudo-experiments for all channels in a
consistent way. A covariance matrix is constructed from typ-
ically 1000 pseudo-experiments and then decomposed into a
list of fully correlated uncertainty sources γ and bin-to-bin
uncorrelated uncertainties in the measurements.
The following theoretical uncertainties are largely corre-
lated between all channels: (1) uncertainties in the measure-
ments due to signal modelling, such as the boson transverse
momentum spectrum; (2) theoretical uncertainties in signal
modelling and hadronic recoil simulation, estimated with
alternative signal samples, and (3) extrapolations applied
to the measurements to account for the small differences in
experimental fiducial phase spaces.
The uncertainties due to background estimation from sim-
ulated MC samples are treated as fully correlated between all
channels, but separately for each background source. Data-
driven background estimates are uncorrelated between chan-
nels and often contain significant statistical components,
especially in the low-background Z/γ ∗ →  analyses.
There is, however, a significant correlated part between W+
and W− of a given lepton decay channel as the employed
procedures are the same.
5.4.2 Integrated cross sections
The combination of fiducial integrated Z/γ ∗ → , W+ →
+ν, and W− → −ν¯ cross sections, including the full infor-
mation contained in 66 correlated sources of uncertainty,
gives a χ2 per number of degrees of freedom (χ2/n.d.f.)
of 0.5/3, indicating that the measurements are compati-
ble. Table 7 summarizes the separate electron and muon
channel measurements in the common fiducial volume and
gives the final integrated fiducial cross-section results. Apart
from the luminosity uncertainty of 1.8%, a fiducial cross-
section measurement precision of 0.32% is reached for the
NC channel and of 0.5% (0.6)% for the W+ (W−) chan-
nels. The new Z (W ) fiducial cross-section measurements
are 10 (3.5) times more precise than the previous ATLAS
measurements [1] when considering the statistical and sys-
tematic uncertainties added in quadrature.
Excluding the common luminosity uncertainty, the corre-
lation coefficients of the W+ and Z , W− and Z , and W+ and
W− fiducial cross-section measurements are 0.349, 0.314,
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Table 7 Integrated fiducial cross sections times leptonic branching
ratios in the electron and muon channels and their combination with
statistical and systematic uncertainties, for W+, W−, their sum and
the Z/γ ∗ process measured at
√
s = 7 TeV. The Z/γ ∗ cross section
is defined for the dilepton mass window 66 < m < 116 GeV. The
common fiducial regions are defined in Sect. 2.3. The uncertainties
denote the statistical (stat), the experimental systematic (syst), and the
luminosity (lumi) contributions
σ fidW→ν (pb)
W+ → e+ν 2939 ± 1 (stat) ± 28 (syst) ± 53 (lumi)
W+ → μ+ν 2948 ± 1 (stat) ± 21 (syst) ± 53 (lumi)
W+ → +ν 2947 ± 1 (stat) ± 15 (syst) ± 53 (lumi)
W− → e−ν¯ 1957 ± 1 (stat) ± 21 (syst) ± 35 (lumi)
W− → μ−ν¯ 1964 ± 1 (stat) ± 13 (syst) ± 35 (lumi)
W− → −ν¯ 1964 ± 1 (stat) ± 11 (syst) ± 35 (lumi)
W → eν 4896 ± 2 (stat) ± 49 (syst) ± 88 (lumi)
W → μν 4912 ± 1 (stat) ± 32 (syst) ± 88 (lumi)
W → ν 4911 ± 1 (stat) ± 26 (syst) ± 88 (lumi)
σ fidZ/γ ∗→ (pb)
Z/γ ∗ → e+e− 502.7 ± 0.5 (stat) ± 2.0 (syst) ± 9.0 (lumi)
Z/γ ∗ → μ+μ− 501.4 ± 0.4 (stat) ± 2.3 (syst) ± 9.0 (lumi)
Z/γ ∗ →  502.2 ± 0.3 (stat) ± 1.7 (syst) ± 9.0 (lumi)
Table 8 Ratios of integrated fiducial CC and NC cross sections
obtained from the combination of electron and muon channels with
statistical (stat) and systematic (syst) uncertainties. The common fidu-
cial regions are defined in Sect. 2.3
RfidW+/W− 1.5006 ± 0.0008 (stat) ± 0.0037 (syst)
RfidW/Z 9.780 ± 0.006 (stat) ± 0.049 (syst)
RfidW+/Z 5.869 ± 0.004 (stat) ± 0.029 (syst)
RfidW−/Z 3.911 ± 0.003 (stat) ± 0.021 (syst)
and 0.890, respectively. Including the luminosity, all three
measurements are highly correlated, with coefficients of
0.964, 0.958 and 0.991, respectively. Table 8 presents four
ratios that may be obtained from these fiducial integrated
Z/γ ∗ and W± cross sections, where the luminosity uncer-
tainty as well as other correlated uncertainties are eliminated
or strongly reduced. The precision of these ratio measure-
ments is very high with a total experimental uncertainty of
0.4% for the W+/W− ratio and 0.5% for the W±/Z ratio.
In order to obtain the total cross sections, the combined
integrated fiducial cross sections are also extrapolated to the
full phase space with the procedure discussed in Sect. 5.1.
Results are provided in Table 9. The uncertainties in these
total cross sections receive significant contributions from
PDF and signal modelling uncertainties, which are similar in
size to the luminosity uncertainty. Ratios of these total cross
sections are provided in Table 10. While for these ratios the
Table 9 Total cross sections times leptonic branching ratios obtained
from the combination of electron and muon channels with statistical and
systematic uncertainties, for W+, W−, their sum and the Z/γ ∗ process
measured at
√
s = 7 TeV. The Z/γ ∗ cross section is defined for the
dilepton mass window 66 < m < 116 GeV. The uncertainties denote
the statistical (stat), the experimental systematic (syst), the luminosity
(lumi), and acceptance extrapolation (acc) contributions
σ totW→ν (pb)
W+ → +ν 6350 ± 2 (stat) ± 30 (syst) ± 110 (lumi) ± 100 (acc)
W− → −ν¯ 4376 ± 2 (stat) ± 25 (syst) ± 79 (lumi) ± 90 (acc)
W → ν 10720 ± 3 (stat) ± 60 (syst) ± 190 (lumi) ± 130 (acc)
σ totZ/γ ∗→ (pb)
Z/γ ∗ →  990 ± 1 (stat) ± 3 (syst) ± 18 (lumi) ± 15 (acc)
Table 10 Ratios of total CC and NC cross sections obtained from the
combination of electron and muon channels with statistical and system-
atic uncertainties. The Z/γ ∗ cross section is defined for the dilepton
mass window 66 < m < 116 GeV. The uncertainties denote the sta-
tistical (stat), the experimental systematic (syst), the luminosity (lumi),
and acceptance extrapolation (acc) contributions
RtotW+/W− 1.450 ± 0.001 (stat) ± 0.004 (syst) ± 0.029 (acc)
RtotW/Z 10.83 ± 0.01 (stat) ± 0.05 (syst) ± 0.09 (acc)
RtotW+/Z 6.407 ± 0.004 (stat) ± 0.032 (syst) ± 0.062 (acc)
RtotW−/Z 4.419 ± 0.003 (stat) ± 0.024 (syst) ± 0.082 (acc)
luminosity uncertainty and a large part of the signal mod-
elling uncertainties in the extrapolation are found to cancel,
a significant uncertainty remains from PDF uncertainties.
5.4.3 Differential cross sections
For the combination of the rapidity-dependent differential
cross sections, a simultaneous averaging of 105 data points,
characterized by more than one hundred correlated sources
from all channels, is performed leading to 61 combined mea-
surement points. As the phase space regions of the central and
forward Z/γ ∗ →  analyses are disjoint, and there is no
Z → μ+μ− analysis in the forward region, the combination
in this region is based solely on the Z → e+e− analysis. The
forward Z → e+e− analysis is nevertheless included in the
e–μ averaging to account for possible shifts and reductions
of correlated uncertainties in a consistent way. Similarly, W±
measurements in the bin |η| ∈ [1.37, 1.52] are covered only
by the muon channel.
The combination of the differential cross sections mea-
sured in the electron and muon channels is illustrated in
Figs. 17 and 18 for the W± → ν and Z/γ ∗ →  channels.
The top panels show the measured muon and electron cross
sections together with their combination. The central panel
illustrates the e/μ ratio. The lowest panel shows the pulls,
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Fig. 17 Differential dσ/d|η| cross-section measurements for W+
(left) and W− (right), for the electron channel (open circles), the muon
channel (open squares) and their combination with uncorrelated uncer-
tainties (crosses) and the total uncertainty, apart from the luminosity
error (green band). Also shown are the ratios of the e and μ measure-
ments to the combination and the pulls of the individual measurements
in terms of their uncorrelated uncertainties, see text
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Fig. 18 Differential dσ/d|y| cross-section measurements for
Z/γ ∗ →  in the three m regions, for the electron channel (open
circles), the muon channel (open squares) and their combination with
uncorrelated uncertainties (crosses) and the total uncertainty, apart from
the luminosity error (green band). Also shown are the ratios of the e
and μ measurements to the combination and the pulls of the individual
measurements in terms of their uncorrelated uncertainties, see text
which are the deviations of the input measurements from
the combination in terms of their uncorrelated uncertainties
when fixing the systematic shifts b j at the values leading to
the total χ2 minimum.
The measurements in the electron and muon decay chan-
nels are compatible. This can be quantified with the total
combination χ2/n.d.f. of 47.2/44 and be inferred from
the pulls displayed with Figs. 17 and 18. The partial χ2
values are listed in Table 11 as well as the contribution
of the penalty term constraining the shifts of correlated
uncertainties.
Apart from the common luminosity uncertainty of 1.8%,
the precision of the combined differential cross sections
reaches 0.4–0.6% for the W+ and W− as well as the cen-
tral Z peak measurements. Off-peak and forward measure-
ments have significantly larger uncertainties of typically a
few percent but reaching as high as 20%. The differential
Table 11 Partial and total χ2/n.d.f. for the combination of the differ-
ential dσ/d|η| and dσ/d|y| cross sections. The contribution of the
penalty term constraining the shifts of correlated uncertainties is listed
separately in the row labelled “Correlated”, see Eq. (11)
Channel χ2/n.d.f.
W+ → +ν 6.7/10
W− → −ν¯ 4.5/10
Z/γ ∗ →  (46 < m < 66 GeV) 3.3/6
Z/γ ∗ →  (66 < m < 116 GeV) 15.2/12
Z/γ ∗ →  (116 < m < 150 GeV) 1.8/6
Correlated 15.7
Total 47.2/44
combined measurement results are summarized in Tables 12,
13 and 14. The full measurement information is provided in
HEPDATA. The measurements presented here supersede the
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Table 12 Differential cross
section for the W+ → +ν (top)
and W− → −ν¯ (bottom)
processes, extrapolated to the
common fiducial region. The
relative statistical (δsta),
uncorrelated systematic (δunc),
correlated systematic (δcor), and
total (δtot) uncertainties are
given in percent of the
cross-section values. The overall
1.8% luminosity uncertainty is
not included
|η|min |η|max dσ/d|η| (pb) δsta (%) δunc (%) δcor (%) δtot (%)
W+ → +ν
0.0 0.21 577.15 0.11 0.13 0.52 0.55
0.21 0.42 576.87 0.11 0.15 0.49 0.52
0.42 0.63 581.75 0.09 0.12 0.49 0.51
0.63 0.84 586.07 0.10 0.11 0.50 0.52
0.84 1.05 586.33 0.10 0.14 0.50 0.53
1.05 1.37 599.07 0.08 0.13 0.51 0.53
1.37 1.52 596.75 0.13 0.33 0.52 0.63
1.52 1.74 604.17 0.11 0.13 0.55 0.57
1.74 1.95 606.93 0.12 0.18 0.54 0.58
1.95 2.18 593.40 0.11 0.14 0.53 0.56
2.18 2.5 558.46 0.12 0.14 0.62 0.64
W− → −ν¯
0.0 0.21 436.45 0.12 0.14 0.52 0.55
0.21 0.42 432.78 0.12 0.16 0.48 0.52
0.42 0.63 429.29 0.11 0.13 0.49 0.52
0.63 0.84 423.38 0.12 0.13 0.50 0.53
0.84 1.05 413.64 0.11 0.15 0.50 0.54
1.05 1.37 405.26 0.10 0.14 0.56 0.59
1.37 1.52 388.02 0.17 0.34 0.52 0.64
1.52 1.74 377.51 0.14 0.16 0.58 0.62
1.74 1.95 365.82 0.12 0.20 0.58 0.63
1.95 2.18 344.70 0.13 0.17 0.59 0.63
2.18 2.5 319.04 0.14 0.19 0.75 0.79
results published in Ref. [1] because of their significantly
higher precision and extended kinematic coverage.
6 Comparison with theory
6.1 Theoretical framework and methodology
6.1.1 Drell–Yan cross-section predictions
Predictions for Drell–Yan production in proton–proton col-
lisions in this paper are calculated at fixed order in per-
turbative QCD using the programs DYNNLO 1.5 [24,25]
and FEWZ 3.1.b2 [26–28]. Both programs calculate W and
Z/γ ∗ boson production up to next-to-next-to-leading order
in the strong coupling constant, O(α2S), and include the boson
decays to leptons (+ν, −ν¯, or +−) with full spin cor-
relations, finite width, and interference effects. They allow
kinematic phase-space requirements to be implemented for
a direct comparison with experimental data. In addition, the
programs ZWPROD [97] and VRAP [98] are available for
total cross-section calculations enabling cross-checks or fast
estimates of factorization and renormalization scale uncer-
tainties.
At leading order (LO) in the electroweak (EW) couplings,
there is a significant dependence of the cross-section predic-
tions on the electroweak parameter scheme. For all calcula-
tions the Gμ scheme [99] is chosen, in which the primary
parameters are the Fermi constant and the particle masses.
Corrections for NLO EW effects reduce the dependence on
the EW scheme and are important at the precision level
required for the present measurements. These NLO EW cor-
rections, however, require a separate treatment, discussed in
Sect. 6.1.2, as they are currently not provided by the NNLO
QCD programs, with the exception of the NC Drell–Yan cal-
culation in FEWZ [28].
The QCD analysis of the ep and pp data presented below
assumes that the SM electroweak parameters are known.
Their values are taken from the PDG [39], and are listed
for reference in Table 15. The leptonic decay width of the
W boson, (W → ν), is an exception. The predicted
value of (W → ν) = 226.36 MeV quoted in the PDG
effectively includes higher-order EW effects. For consis-
tency with the higher-order EW corrections, provided by
MCSANC [101], however, the leading-order partial width
value, (W → ν) = 227.27 MeV, is used in both the QCD
and EW calculations. It was verified that consistent results
were obtained by using the PDG value and omitting the extra
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Table 13 Differential cross
section for the Z/γ ∗ → 
process in the central region in
three dilepton invariant mass
regions, extrapolated to the
common fiducial region. The
relative statistical (δsta),
uncorrelated systematic (δunc),
correlated systematic (δcor), and
total (δtot) uncertainties are
given in percent of the
cross-section values. The overall
1.8% luminosity uncertainty is
not included
|y|min |y|max dσ/d|y| (pb) δsta (%) δunc (%) δcor (%) δtot (%)
Central Z/γ ∗ → , 46 < m < 66 GeV
0.0 0.4 3.524 0.97 0.52 1.14 1.58
0.4 0.8 3.549 0.95 0.47 1.05 1.49
0.8 1.2 3.411 0.97 0.48 1.13 1.57
1.2 1.6 3.423 1.00 0.48 1.03 1.52
1.6 2.0 2.942 1.09 0.47 1.02 1.57
2.0 2.4 1.541 1.64 0.60 1.02 2.03
Central Z/γ ∗ → , 66 < m < 116 GeV
0.0 0.2 135.22 0.19 0.10 0.29 0.36
0.2 0.4 134.74 0.19 0.10 0.28 0.35
0.4 0.6 134.24 0.19 0.09 0.28 0.35
0.6 0.8 133.08 0.20 0.09 0.28 0.36
0.8 1.0 132.48 0.20 0.10 0.28 0.36
1.0 1.2 129.06 0.20 0.11 0.28 0.36
1.2 1.4 119.92 0.21 0.09 0.29 0.37
1.4 1.6 107.32 0.23 0.12 0.29 0.39
1.6 1.8 89.87 0.25 0.11 0.36 0.45
1.8 2.0 68.80 0.29 0.15 0.32 0.46
2.0 2.2 45.62 0.36 0.22 0.31 0.52
2.2 2.4 22.23 0.59 0.37 0.41 0.81
Central Z/γ ∗ → , 116 < m < 150 GeV
0.0 0.4 1.510 1.41 0.90 1.03 1.97
0.4 0.8 1.458 1.37 0.61 1.03 1.82
0.8 1.2 1.350 1.45 0.73 0.95 1.88
1.2 1.6 1.183 1.54 0.75 0.92 1.95
1.6 2.0 0.7705 2.03 0.99 1.06 2.49
2.0 2.4 0.3287 3.17 1.31 1.25 3.65
Table 14 Differential cross
section for the Z/γ ∗ → 
process in the forward region in
two dilepton invariant mass
ranges, extrapolated to the
common fiducial region. The
relative statistical (δsta),
uncorrelated systematic (δunc),
correlated systematic (δcor), and
total (δtot) uncertainties are
given in percent of the
cross-section values. The overall
1.8% luminosity uncertainty is
not included
|y|min |y|max dσ/d|y| (pb) δsta (%) δunc (%) δcor (%) δtot (%)
Forward Z/γ ∗ → , 66 < m < 116 GeV
1.2 1.4 7.71 1.76 1.84 3.10 4.01
1.4 1.6 17.93 1.02 1.11 2.93 3.30
1.6 1.8 32.52 0.73 0.70 2.68 2.87
1.8 2.0 50.55 0.59 1.77 2.52 3.14
2.0 2.2 68.88 0.58 2.66 2.14 3.46
2.2 2.4 86.59 0.50 1.90 1.90 2.73
2.4 2.8 86.21 0.34 3.03 1.68 3.48
2.8 3.2 40.69 0.49 0.64 5.49 5.55
3.2 3.6 10.95 1.23 3.69 6.40 7.48
Forward Z/γ ∗ → , 116 < m < 150 GeV
1.2 1.6 0.300 6.84 6.58 8.96 13.06
1.6 2.0 0.548 5.21 7.78 7.20 11.81
2.0 2.4 0.925 3.99 13.52 4.26 14.72
2.4 2.8 0.937 3.87 20.86 3.87 21.57
2.8 3.2 0.437 5.30 14.40 6.59 16.70
3.2 3.6 0.0704 14.49 11.60 7.04 19.85
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Table 15 Electroweak input parameters, in the Gμ scheme, for the
NC and CC Drell–Yan pp and deep inelastic ep scattering cross-
section calculations, see text. Standard Model parameters are taken
from Refs. [39,100], except (W → ν). The Vi j symbols denote the
elements of the CKM matrix. The parameters below the line, the weak
mixing angle sin2 θW, the fine-structure constant αGμ , and the vector
couplings of up-type quarks vu , down-type quarks vd , and charged lep-
tons v to the Z boson, are calculated at tree level from the ones above
m Z 91.1876 GeV |Vud | 0.97427
Z 2.4949 GeV |Vus | 0.22534
(Z → ) 0.08400 GeV |Vub| 0.00351
mW 80.385 GeV |Vcd | 0.22520
W 2.0906 GeV |Vcs | 0.97344
(W → ν) 0.22727 GeV |Vcb| 0.0412
m H 125 GeV |Vtd | 0.00867
mt 173.5 GeV |Vts | 0.0404
GF 1.1663787 × 10−5 GeV−2 |Vtb| 0.999146
sin2 θW 0.222897
αGμ 7.562396 × 10−3
vu 0.405607
vd −0.702804
v −0.108411
NLO EW corrections. For the leptonic decay width of the Z
boson, the predicted value of (Z → ) = 84.00 MeV dif-
fers only by 0.1% from the leading-order value of (Z →
) = 83.92 MeV and this difference is of no practical rel-
evance for the NC Drell–Yan cross-section calculation. The
values of the magnitudes of the CKM matrix elements, listed
in Table 15, are taken from Ref. [100]. The |Vcs | matrix
parameter is accessible through cs → W production and
thus related to the fraction of strange quarks in the proton,
which is of special interest in this analysis. In Sect. 7.2.3
a dedicated QCD fit analysis is presented, where no prior
knowledge is assumed on the magnitude of the CKM matrix
element |Vcs | , which instead is determined from the data
together with the PDF parameters.
The nominal theoretical predictions of the differen-
tial, fiducial and total cross sections at NNLO in QCD
are computed with DYNNLO1.5 using the default pro-
gram parameters.2 For an estimate of the current uncer-
tainties of fixed-order perturbative QCD NNLO calcula-
tions, the DYNNLO predictions are compared with pre-
dictions using FEWZ3.1.b2. For the total cross sections,
agreement to better than 0.2% is observed. For the fidu-
cial and differential cross-section measurements with addi-
2 Using the default parameters of this program, with an intrinsic xqt-
cut parameter chosen to be 0.008, the fiducial NNLO QCD predictions
are found to behave in a continuous way with respect to small varia-
tions in the minimum lepton pT requirements around the choice of equal
threshold values chosen for all fiducial regions of this paper.
tional kinematic requirements on the lepton transverse
momenta and rapidities, however, poorer agreement is
found: for the integrated fiducial W+, W−, Z/γ ∗ cross
sections, the differences between FEWZ and DYNNLO
predictions calculated with the ATLAS-epWZ12 PDF set
amount to (+1.2, +0.7, +0.2)%, which may be compared
to the experimental uncertainties of ±(0.6, 0.5, 0.32)%,
respectively3. See Ref. [102] for a further discussion of this
effect.
In the calculation of the Drell–Yan cross sections, the
renormalization and factorization scales, μr and μf , are cho-
sen to be the dilepton invariant mass, m , at the centre of
the respective cross-section bin in the NC case and the W -
boson mass, mW , in the CC case. Variations of the scales
by factors of 2 and 1/2 are conventionally used as an esti-
mate of the approximation represented by NNLO as com-
pared to still unknown higher-order corrections. The numer-
ical implication of the scale choices, termed scale uncertain-
ties, is considered in the evaluation of the QCD fit results
on the strange-quark fraction and the CKM element |Vcs |.
The DIS cross sections are calculated in all cases at the
scale of μr = μf =
√
Q2, where Q2 denotes the nega-
tive square of the four-momentum transfer in NC and CC ep
scattering.
The relative uncertainty of the LHC proton beam energy of
±0.1% [103] induces an uncertainty of the cross-section pre-
dictions of typically ±0.1%, which is negligible compared
to the other theoretical uncertainties discussed above.
6.1.2 Electroweak corrections and combination with QCD
predictions
In Drell–Yan production, the dominant part of the higher-
order electroweak corrections is the QED radiation from
the final-state leptons. This contribution is included in the
Drell–Yan MC samples using Photos [69] and then passed
through the detailed ATLAS detector simulation as described
in Sect. 2.2. The data are unfolded for QED FSR effects at the
same time as for other detector effects. The calculations of the
QED FSR effects by Photos and MCSANC 1.20 [104] agree
very well [105]. The remaining NLO EW corrections are then
calculated using MCSANC, excluding the QED FSR contri-
butions, for both the NC and CC Drell–Yan processes. These
terms include NLO contributions from initial-state photon
radiation, EW loop corrections, and initial-state–final-state
photon interference.
3 The FEWZ and DYNNLO programs differ in the subtraction schemes
used, which leads to small differences in the boson pT distributions at
low values. This effect on the fiducial cross-section predictions is sig-
nificant compared to the present experimental precision. Further efforts
will be needed to understand this effect and the role of boson pT in fidu-
cial cross-section predictions and to reduce the impact on the extracted
PDFs.
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The NLO EW corrections calculated with MCSANC need
to be combined with the NNLO QCD predictions, calcu-
lated with DYNNLO, to obtain complete predictions.4 This
combination may be achieved using either a factorized or
an additive approach [110]. A common PDF set at NNLO,
ATLAS-epWZ12, is used for the calculation of both the abso-
lute NNLO QCD and NLO EW cross sections. The combina-
tion of QCD and EW calculations in the factorized approach
may be expressed using K -factor corrections as
σNLO EWNNLO QCD = σLO EWNNLO QCD · K EW = σLO EWLO QCD · KQCD · K EW
(13)
with the electroweak K EW and QCD KQCD correction factors
defined as
KQCD =
σLO EWNNLO QCD
σLO EWLO QCD
and K EW = σ
NLO EW
LO QCD
σLO EWLO QCD
. (14)
This assumes that the fractional higher-order EW corrections,
quantified by K EW, are the same for all orders of QCD. They
thus can be determined based on LO QCD Drell–Yan cross-
section calculations.
The alternative additive approach assumes the absolute
contribution of the EW correction to be independent of the
order of the underlying QCD calculation. Thus the relative
fraction of the higher-order EW corrections is different for
each order of QCD by (K EW − 1)/KQCD. The combination
of QCD and EW calculations then proceeds as
σNLO EWNNLO QCD = σLO EWNNLO QCD +
(
σNLO EWLO QCD − σLO EWLO QCD
)
= σLO EWNNLO QCD ·
(
1 + K
EW − 1
KQCD
)
. (15)
The central value of the combined NNLO QCD and
NLO EW prediction is taken from the additive approach,
which is also implemented in FEWZ [28]. The corrections
to be applied to the NNLO QCD fiducial cross sections
according to Eq. (15) are about −0.4 and −0.3% for the
W+ and W− channels, respectively. For the neutral-current
channels, those corrections are +6%, −0.3% (−0.4%) and
−0.5% (−1.2%) for the central (forward) selection in the
low-mass, Z -peak and high-mass regions of m, respec-
tively. The corrections are calculated separately for each mea-
surement bin, but they depend only weakly on η and y for
the CC and NC case, respectively.
The differences between the additive and factorized
approaches are in general found to be small and significantly
4 Combined higher-order α · αS corrections to resonant W, Z pro-
duction were recently considered in Ref. [106]. Another approach to
combine NLO QCD and NLO EW effects, using the Powheg method,
has been presented in Refs. [107–109].
smaller than the experimental uncertainty of the results pre-
sented in this paper. They are at most 0.3–0.9% for the low-
mass m = 46–66 GeV region for the NC case with larger
effects observed at central rapidity. In the forward Z -peak
phase space, they extend to 0.4%. In all other regions of phase
space, the effect is <0.1%. These differences are taken as a
systematic uncertainty applied symmetrically to the central
value obtained using the additive approach.
Additional two-loop EW corrections for the leading
contributions are calculated using MCSANC for the NC
case [111]. This correction is found to be <0.1% everywhere
except for the region m = 46–66 GeV, where it reaches
(−0.62 ± 0.15)%.
The radiation of real (on-shell) W and Z bosons is very
small for the considered phase space [112] and neglected. An
important background to the NC process outside the Z -boson
mass region arises from photon-induced dileptons, γ γ →
. This contribution is calculated including NLO effects for
the fiducial phase space with the MCSANC [104] program
and subtracted from the unfolded data. The calculation uses
the average of the two available MRST2004qed [113] pre-
dictions for the photon PDF as the central value and half the
difference as an uncertainty estimate. The size of the photon-
induced contribution is about 1.5% in the low and high m
bins, while it is negligible (<0.1%) at the Z peak. Due to
large uncertainties on the photon PDF, the fractional uncer-
tainties are at the level of 30–50%.
6.1.3 Methodology of PDF profiling
The impact of new data on a given PDF set can be estimated
in a quantitative way with a profiling procedure [36,37]. The
profiling is performed using a χ2 function which includes
both the experimental uncertainties and the theoretical ones
arising from PDF variations:
χ2(bexp, bth)
=
Ndata∑
i=1
[
σ
exp
i − σ thi (1 −
∑
j γ
exp
i j b j,exp −
∑
k γ
th
ik bk,th)
]2

2i
+
Nexp.sys∑
j=1
b2j,exp +
Nth.sys∑
k=1
b2k,th. (16)
This χ2 function resembles the one used for the com-
bination, described in Sect. 5.4. The index i runs over all
Ndata data points. The measurements and the theory pre-
dictions are given by σ expi and σ thi , respectively. The corre-
lated experimental and theoretical uncertainties are included
using the nuisance parameter vectors bexp and bth, respec-
tively. Their influence on the data and theory predictions is
described by the matrices γ expi j and γ thik , where the index j (k)
corresponds to the Nexp.sys experimental (Nth.sys theoretical)
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nuisance parameters. Both the correlated and uncorrelated
systematic uncertainties are treated as multiplicative. The
estimation of the statistical uncertainties is protected against
statistical fluctuations in data using the expected rather than
the observed number of events and the denominator is hence
calculated as

2i = δ2i,staσ expi σ thi + (δi,uncσ thi )2. (17)
The contribution to the χ2 from the two sums over b2j,k , which
implement the ±1σ constraints of the nuisance parameters,
is later also referred to as the “correlated” contribution. The
χ2 function of Eq. (16) can be generalized to account for
asymmetric uncertainties, as described in Ref. [37].
The value of the χ2 function at its minimum provides
a compatibility test of the data and theory. In addition, the
values of the nuisance parameters at this minimum, bmink,th,
can be interpreted as an optimization (“profiling”) of PDFs
to describe the data [36]. The profiled central PDF set f ′0 is
given by
f ′0 = f0 +
∑
k
[
bmink,th
( f +k − f −k
2
)
+ (bmink,th)2
( f +k + f −k − 2 f0
2
)2]
, (18)
where f0 is a short notation for the original central PDFs of
each parton flavour, f0 = x f (x, Q2), and f ±k represent the
eigenvector sets corresponding to up and down variations.
For the LHAPDF6 [84] parameterizations, f0 and f ±k are
given as data tables at fixed x, Q2 grid points. Equation (18)
is a parabolic approximation of the PDF dependence close
to the central value, e.g. for a single nuisance parameter,
taking the values bth = +1, − 1, 0, the values of f ′0 are
f ′0 = f +, f −, f0, respectively.
The profiled PDFs f ′0 have reduced uncertainties. In gen-
eral, the shifted eigenvectors are no longer orthogonal and
are transformed to an orthogonal representation using a stan-
dard procedure [96], which can be extended to asymmetric
uncertainties. The profiling procedure used in this analysis
is implemented in the xFitter package [114]. The χ2 func-
tion used in the analysis takes into account asymmetric PDF
uncertainties.
The profiling procedure quantifies the compatibility of
a data set with the predictions based on a PDF set and
estimates the PDF sensitivity of the data set. However, the
results of profiling are only reliable when the prediction is
broadly consistent with the data within the PDF uncertain-
ties because of the approximation involved in Eq. (18), and
the profiling cannot act as a substitute for a full QCD fit
analysis. A second caveat is that the χ2 tolerance criteria,
which many global PDF analyses use [115], are different
from the 
χ2 = 1 employed in the profiling. Thus the
impact of the data in a full PDF fit pursued by those groups
may differ from the result of a profiling analysis as outlined
here. Profiling results are presented below for the PDF sets
ABM12, CT14, MMHT2014, NNPDF3.0 (Hessian represen-
tation [116]), and ATLAS-epWZ12.
6.2 Integrated cross sections and their ratios
The combined integrated cross sections in the fiducial
phase space are shown in Fig. 19. NNLO QCD predic-
tions with NLO EW corrections based on the ABM12,
CT14, HERAPDF2.0, JR14, MMHT2014, NNPDF3.0 PDF
sets are compared to the data. The central values and their
 [nb]
ν
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Fig. 19 Integrated fiducial cross sections times leptonic branching
ratios of σ fidW+→+ν vs. σ
fid
W−→− ν¯ (left) and σ fidW±→±ν vs. σ fidZ/γ ∗→+−
(right). The data ellipses illustrate the 68% CL coverage for the total
uncertainties (full green) and total excluding the luminosity uncertainty
(open black). Theoretical predictions based on various PDF sets are
shown with open symbols of different colours. The uncertainties of the
theoretical calculations correspond to the PDF uncertainties only
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Table 16 Predictions at NNLO QCD and NLO EW as obtained with
DYNNLO1.5 for the integrated fiducial cross sections. The given uncer-
tainties correspond to PDF uncertainties only and are evaluated follow-
ing the different prescriptions of the PDF groups. The measured cross
sections as reported before in Table 7 are shown in the last row with
their total uncertainties
PDF set σ fidW+→+ν (pb) σ fidW−→− ν¯ (pb) σ fidW±→±ν (pb) σ fidZ/γ ∗→ (pb)
ABM12 2949 ± 35 1952 ± 23 4900 ± 57 490.8 ± 5.7
CT14 2850+77−82 1918
+46
−57 4770
+120
−140 481
+11
−14
HERAPDF2.0 3001+89−66 1996
+48
−31 5000
+140
−90 497
+16
−9
JR14 2909+13−11 1936
+10
−9 4845
+23
−19 484.4 ± 2.2
MMHT2014 2882+49−42 1937
+30
−32 4819
+75
−72 485
+7.4
−6.9
NNPDF3.0 2828 ± 59 1881 ± 41 4709 ± 99 472.2 ± 7.2
Data 2947 ± 55 1964 ± 37 4911 ± 92 502.2 ± 9.2
ν
- l→-W
fidσ / ν+ l→+W
fidσ
1.42 1.44 1.46 1.48 1.5 1.52 1.54
ATLAS
-1 = 7 TeV, 4.6 fbs
Data
stat. uncertainty
total uncertainty
ABM12
CT14
HERAPDF2.0
JR14
MMHT2014
NNPDF3.0
-l+ l→*γZ/
fidσ / 
ν± l→±W
fidσ
9.2 9.4 9.6 9.8 10 10.2
ATLAS
-1 = 7 TeV, 4.6 fbs
Data
stat. uncertainty
total uncertainty
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CT14
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NNPDF3.0
Fig. 20 Ratios of the fiducial cross sections times leptonic branch-
ing ratios of σ fidW+→+ν/σ
fid
W−→− ν¯ (left) and σ fidW±→±ν/σ fidZ/γ ∗→+−
(right). The data (solid blue line) are shown with the statistical (yellow
band) and the total uncertainties (green band). Theoretical predictions
based on various PDF sets are shown with open symbols of different
colours. The uncertainties of the theoretical calculations correspond to
the PDF uncertainties only
uncertainties for these PDF sets are provided in Table 16
together with the combined measurements reported before in
Table 7.
The two-dimensional presentation is particularly instruc-
tive, as it conveys both the values and correlations of both
the measurements and predictions. The cross-section calcula-
tions are performed with the DYNNLO program as described
in Sect. 6.1. All experimental and theoretical ellipses are
defined such that their area corresponds to 68% CL.5
Correlations between the predicted cross sections are eval-
uated from individual error eigenvectors in each PDF set. The
spread of the predictions as well as the size of the individ-
ual PDF uncertainties are significantly larger than the uncer-
tainty of the data. The measurements are seen to discriminate
between different PDF choices and to provide information to
reduce PDF uncertainties. As seen in Fig. 19, the PDF sets
5 This implies that the projections onto the axes correspond to 1.52
times the one-dimensional uncertainty. This is the same convention as
chosen in Refs. [1,7]. However, in the literature one may find an alter-
native definition, where the size of ellipses reflect the one-dimensional
uncertainties when projected on the axes [117].
CT14, MMHT2014 and NNPDF3.0 give predictions that are
lower for both the W+ and the W− cross sections, a trend
that is also observed for the Z/γ ∗ cross section.
The ratios of the combined fiducial cross sections, pre-
sented before in Table 8, are compared in Fig. 20 to NNLO
QCD predictions based on various PDF sets. It is observed
that the measured W+/W− ratio is well reproduced, but,
as already seen in the correlation plots above, all PDF sets
predict a higher W/Z ratio than measured in the data.
6.3 Rapidity distributions
6.3.1 W+ and W− cross sections
Differential cross sections as a function of lepton pseudora-
pidity in W → ν decays, for both W+ and W−, are shown
in Fig. 21 and compared to NNLO perturbative QCD pre-
dictions, including NLO EW corrections. The predictions
with the ABM12 PDF set match the data particularly well,
while the predictions of NNPDF3.0, CT14, MMHT14 and
JR14, tend to be below and the HERAPDF2.0 set slightly
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Fig. 21 Differential dσW+/d|η| (left) and dσW−/d|η| (right) cross-
section measurement for W → ν. Predictions computed at NNLO
QCD with NLO EW corrections using various PDF sets (open symbols)
are compared to the data (full points). The ratio of theoretical predic-
tions to the data is also shown. The predictions are displaced within
each bin for better visibility. The theory uncertainty corresponds to the
quadratic sum of the PDF uncertainty and the statistical uncertainty of
the calculation
above the W cross-section data. For many PDF sets, the dif-
ferences, however, do not exceed the luminosity uncertainty
of 1.8% by a significant amount. Different groups producing
PDF sets make different choices in their evaluation of uncer-
tainties. For example, the JR14 set is less consistent with
these data even though it is somewhat closer to the data than
the NNPDF3.0 set, which quotes much larger uncertainties
than JR14.
The measurements of W+ and W− cross sections as a
function ofη are used to extract the lepton charge asymmetry
A = dσW+/d|η| − dσW−/d|η|dσW+/d|η| + dσW−/d|η| , (19)
taking into account all sources of correlated and uncorrelated
uncertainties.
Figure 22 shows the measured charge asymmetry and
the predictions based on various PDF sets. The experimen-
tal uncertainty ranges from 0.5 to 1%. Most of the pre-
dictions agree well with the asymmetry measurement, only
CT14 somewhat undershoots the data. The NNPDF3.0 set,
which uses W± asymmetry data from the CMS Collabora-
tion [19,20], matches the ATLAS data very well, even within
its very small uncertainties. On the other hand, these pre-
dictions are in general 3–5% below both the measured W+
and W− differential cross sections. This highlights the addi-
tional information provided by precise, absolute differential
measurements with full uncertainty information, including
the correlations, as compared to an asymmetry measure-
ment.
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Fig. 22 Lepton charge asymmetry A in W → ν production as a
function of the lepton pseudorapidity |η|. Predictions computed at
NNLO QCD with NLO EW corrections using various PDF sets (open
symbols) are compared to the data (full points). The ratio of theoreti-
cal predictions to the data is also shown. The predictions are displaced
within each bin for better visibility. The theory uncertainty corresponds
to the quadratic sum of the PDF uncertainty and the statistical uncer-
tainty of the calculation
6.3.2 Z/γ ∗ cross sections
Differential Z/γ ∗ →  cross-sections, as a function of the
dilepton rapidity, are shown in Figs. 23 and 24, and compared
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Fig. 23 Differential cross-section measurement dσ/d|y| for
Z/γ ∗ →  in the Z -peak region, 66 < m < 116 GeV, for
central (left) and forward rapidity values (right). Predictions computed
at NNLO QCD with NLO EW corrections using various PDF sets
(open symbols) are compared to the data (full points). The ratio of
theoretical predictions to the data is also shown. The predictions are
displaced within each bin for better visibility. The theory uncertainty
corresponds to the quadratic sum of the PDF uncertainty and the
statistical uncertainty of the calculation
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Fig. 24 Differential cross-section measurement dσ/d|y| for
Z/γ ∗ →  in the central-rapidity low-mass region (left), the
central-rapidity high-mass region (middle), and the forward-rapidity
high-mass region (right). Predictions computed at NNLO QCD with
NLO EW corrections using various PDF sets (open symbols) are
compared to the data (full points). The ratio of theoretical predictions
to the data is also shown. The predictions are displaced within each
bin for better visibility. The theory uncertainty corresponds to the
quadratic sum of the PDF uncertainty and the statistical uncertainty of
the calculation
to NNLO perturbative QCD predictions, including NLO EW
corrections. The predictions are evaluated with various PDF
sets. At the Z peak, where the highest precision is reached for
the data, all predictions are below the data at central rapidity,
|y| < 1, but least for the HERAPDF2.0 set, which quotes
the largest uncertainties. In the forward region, the PDFs
agree well with the measurement, which, however, is only
precise to the level of a few percent and thus not very sensitive
to differences between PDFs. In the low mass Z/γ ∗ → 
region, Fig. 24, several of the PDF sets exhibit a different
rapidity dependence than the data although being mostly con-
sistent with the measurement. This also holds for the central
rapidity region at high mass, 116 < m < 150 GeV. The
precision of the data in the forward region at high mass is too
low to allow discrimination between the various PDF sets, all
of which reproduce the measured rapidity dependence within
the quoted uncertainties.
6.4 PDF profiling results
Using the profiling technique introduced in Sect. 6.1, the
agreement between data and predictions can be quantitatively
assessed. Table 17 provides χ2/n.d.f. values for each Drell–
Yan data set and a number of PDFs, taking into account the
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Table 17 Values of χ2 for the predictions using various PDF sets split
by data set with the respective number of degrees of freedom (n.d.f.).
The contribution of the penalty term constraining the shifts of experi-
mental and theoretical correlated uncertainties is listed separately in the
row labelled “Correlated χ2”, see Eq. (16). The values to the left (right)
of the vertical line refer to χ2 when the PDF uncertainties are included
(excluded) in the evaluation
Data set n.d.f. ABM12 CT14 MMHT14 NNPDF3.0 ATLAS-epWZ12
W+ → +ν 11 11|21 10|26 11|37 11|18 12|15
W− → −ν¯ 11 12|20 8.9|27 8.1|31 12|19 7.8|17
Z/γ ∗ →  (m = 46–66 GeV) 6 17|21 11|30 18|24 21|22 28|36
Z/γ ∗ →  (m = 66–116 GeV) 12 24|51 16|66 20|116 14|109 18|26
Forward Z/γ ∗ →  (m = 66–116 GeV) 9 7.3|9.3 10|12 12|13 14|18 6.8|7.5
Z/γ ∗ →  (m = 116–150 GeV) 6 6.1|6.6 6.3|6.1 5.9|6.6 6.1|8.8 6.7|6.6
Forward Z/γ ∗ →  (m = 116–150 GeV) 6 4.2|3.9 5.1|4.3 5.6|4.6 5.1|5.0 3.6|3.5
Correlated χ2 57|90 39|123 43|167 69|157 31|48
Total χ2 61 136|222 103|290 118|396 147|351 113|159
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Fig. 25 Ratio Rs(x) = (s(x)+ s¯(x))/(u¯(x)+ d¯(x)) as a function of Bjorken-x at a scale of Q2 = 1.9 GeV2 for the original MMHT14 and CT14
PDF sets (left) and for the MMHT14 and CT14 sets when profiled with the new W, Z differential cross-section data (right)
experimental uncertainties, and also including the uncertain-
ties provided by the individual PDF sets. Including the full
PDF uncertainties, a satisfactory description of the data is
achieved with the CT14 PDFs, where the χ2/n.d.f. is simi-
lar to the dedicated PDF analysis presented in Sect. 7.6 The
predictions with the MMHT14 and ATLAS-epWZ12 sets
have a total χ2 increased by about ten units compared to
CT14, while the ABM12 and NNPDF3.0 predictions exhibit
a larger tension with the data. The poorer description of the
Z/γ ∗ →  data in the low mass region m = 46–66 GeV
may reflect the enhanced theoretical uncertainties below the
Z peak, which are not included in the χ2 calculation.
Profiling PDFs, by introducing the data presented here,
provides a shifted set of parton distributions with gen-
erally reduced uncertainties. Given the previous observa-
6 The χ2 for the CT10 NNLO PDF set [62] is similar to that of CT14.
tion [38] of an enlarged strangeness fraction of the light
sea, the effect of the data on the strange-quark distribution
is examined. This is illustrated in Fig. 25, where the ratio
Rs(x) = (s(x) + s¯(x))/(u¯(x) + d¯(x)) is shown for two
selected PDF sets, MMHT14 and CT14, before and after
profiling, at a scale of Q2 = 1.9 GeV2. The uncertainties
of Rs are seen to be significantly reduced and the central
values, at x  0.023, increased towards unity, supporting
the hypothesis of an unsuppressed strange-quark density at
low x .
The sea-quark distributions, xu¯, xd¯ and xs¯, before and
after profiling with the MMHT14 set, are shown in Fig. 26.
The strange-quark distribution is significantly increased and
the uncertainties are reduced. This in turn leads to a signif-
icant reduction of the light sea, xu¯ + xd¯ , at low x , result-
ing from the tight constraint on the sum 4u¯ + d¯ + s¯ from
the precise measurement of the proton structure function
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Fig. 26 Distribution of xu¯ (left), xd¯ (middle) and xs (right) PDFs as a function of Bjorken-x at a scale of Q2 = 1.9 GeV2 for the MMHT14 PDF
set before and after profiling
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Fig. 27 Effect of profiling on the relative uncertainties of the valence
up-quark distribution δxuv(x)/xuv(x) (left) and the valence down-
quark distribution δxdv(x)/xdv(x) (right) as a function of Bjorken-x
at a scale of Q2 = 1.9 GeV2. The top row shows the MMHT14 PDF
set and the bottom row shows the CT14 PDF set
F2 at HERA. Some reduction of the uncertainty is also
observed for the valence-quark distributions, xuv and xdv,
as is illustrated in Fig. 27 for the CT14 and MMHT14
sets.
7 QCD analysis
In this section, the differential Drell–Yan production cross
sections of W± → ν and Z/γ ∗ →  ( = e, μ) are stud-
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ied in combination with the final NC and CC deep inelastic
scattering (DIS) HERA I+II data [32] within the framework
of perturbative QCD. The Drell–Yan and DIS reactions are
theoretically very well understood processes for such an anal-
ysis, and ep and pp collider data are particularly suitable
because of the absence of nuclear corrections and negligi-
ble higher-twist effects. The HERA data alone can provide
a full set of PDFs with certain assumptions [32]. Adding the
ATLAS data provides more sensitivity to the flavour compo-
sition of the quark sea as well as to the valence-quark dis-
tributions at lower x . The HERA and ATLAS data are used
to obtain a new set of PDFs, termed ATLAS-epWZ16. Fol-
lowing the previous, similar QCD fit analysis in Ref. [38],
special attention is given to the evaluation of the strange-
quark distribution, which was found to be larger than previous
expectations based on dimuon data in DIS neutrino–nucleon
scattering. The enhanced precision of the present data also
permits a competitive determination of the magnitude of the
CKM matrix element |Vcs |.
7.1 Fit framework
The present QCD fit analysis is performed using the xFitter
platform [114,118] which uses QCDNUM [119] for PDF
evolution and MINUIT [120] for minimization. Each step is
cross-checked with an independent fit program as also used
in Ref. [32].
Predictions for the differential CC and NC Drell–Yan
cross sections calculated at fixed order in QCD at NNLO
accuracy and with NLO electroweak corrections are described
in Sect. 6.1. These calculations, however, cannot be used
directly in an iterative fit because of the large computational
effort required to produce even a single prediction. There-
fore, the xFitter package uses the APPLGRID [121] code
interfaced to the predictions of MCFM [122] for the fast cal-
culation at fixed-order NLO accuracy in QCD. The improved
NNLO QCD and NLO EW predictions discussed above are
incorporated in the fit with additional K -factors defined as
Kf =
σNLO EWNNLO QCD(DYNNLO)
σLO EWNLO QCD(APPLGRID)
. (20)
All predictions are calculated in the respective fiducial phase
space of the experimental data. The K -factors are applied bin-
by-bin and estimated using the same PDF, ATLAS-epWZ12,
in both the numerator and denominator. They are typically
close to unity within 1–2%, but are up to 6% in the low-mass
region, m = 46–66 GeV. These higher-order corrections
are calculated using DYNNLO 1.5 and cross-checked with
FEWZ3.1.b2 as detailed in Sect. 6.1. The K -factors are avail-
able as xFitter format files.
The QCD analysis uses the full set of ATLAS W± → ν
and Z/γ ∗ →  data, as described in the preceding sections,
together with the combined H1 and ZEUS ep data [32]. There
are 131 sources of experimental correlated systematic uncer-
tainty for the ATLAS data and 167 sources of experimental
correlated systematic uncertainty for the HERA data. The
statistical precision of the K -factors is typically <0.1% per
measurement bin and is accounted for as an extra uncorre-
lated systematic uncertainty.
The nominal fit analysis is performed using the vari-
able flavour number scheme from Refs [123,124].7 The
heavy-quark distributions are generated dynamically above
the respective thresholds chosen as mc = 1.43 GeV for the
charm quark and as mb = 4.5 GeV for the bottom quark,
corresponding to the recent heavy-quark differential cross-
section measurements at HERA [135]. The PDFs are param-
eterized at the starting scale Q20 = 1.9 GeV2, chosen to
be below the charm-mass threshold as required by QCD-
NUM. The strong coupling constant at the Z mass is set to
be αS(m Z ) = 0.118, a value conventionally used by recent
PDF analyses.
Besides the gluon distribution, xg, the valence and anti-
quark distributions xuv, xdv, xu¯, xd¯ , xs¯, are parameterized
at the starting scale Q20, assuming that the sea quark and
anti-quark distributions are the same. These distributions are
evolved to the scale of the measurements and convolved with
hard-scattering coefficients to obtain the theoretical cross-
section predictions. The prediction is then confronted with
the data through the χ2 function,
χ2(bexp)
=
Ndata∑
i=1
[
σ
exp
i − σ thi
(
1 − ∑ j γ expi j b j,exp
)]2

2i
+
Nexp.sys.∑
j=1
b2j,exp +
Ndata∑
i=1
ln

2i
(δi,staσ
exp
i )
2 + (δi,uncσ expi )2
,
(21)
which is defined similarly to Eq. (16) and accounts for the
various sources of correlated and uncorrelated uncertainties.
The definition of 
2i with scaled uncertainties is given by
Eq. (17) and discussed there. This particular form is of higher
importance in this context, as the relative uncertainties of
the HERA data points can be large in parts of the phase
space. The use of this form of 
2i leads to a logarithmic
term, introduced in Ref. [125], arising from the likelihood
transition to χ2. The contribution to the χ2 from the last two
sums related to the nuisance parameter constraints and the
logarithmic term is referred to as “correlated + log penalty”
later.
7 The choice of the heavy-flavour scheme is especially relevant for the
HERA measurements at lower Q2, see Ref. [32].
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The optimal functional form for the parameterization of
each parton distribution is found through a parameter scan
requiring χ2 saturation [126,127]. The general form is of
the type Ai x Bi (1 − x)Ci Pi (x) for each parton flavour i .
The scan starts with the contribution of the factors Pi (x) =
(1 + Di x + Ei x2)eFi x set to unity by fixing the parameters
Di = Ei = Fi = 0 for all parton flavours. The parame-
ter Ag is constrained by the momentum sum rule relating
the sum of the quark and gluon momentum distribution inte-
grals, while the parameters Auv and Adv are fixed by the up
and down valence-quark number sum rules. The assumption
that u¯ = d¯ as x → 0 implies that Au¯ = Ad¯ and Bu¯ = Bd¯ .
The procedure thus starts with ten free parameters and, subse-
quently, additional parameters are introduced one at a time.8
A parameterization with 15 variables is found to be suffi-
cient to saturate the χ2 value after minimization, i.e. no fur-
ther significant χ2 reduction is observed when adding further
parameters. The final parameterization used to describe the
parton distributions at Q2 = Q20 is:
xuv(x) = Auv x Buv (1 − x)Cuv (1 + Euv x2),
xdv(x) = Adv x Bdv (1 − x)Cdv ,
xu¯(x) = Au¯ x Bu¯ (1 − x)Cu¯ ,
xd¯(x) = Ad¯ x Bd¯ (1 − x)Cd¯ ,
xg(x) = Agx Bg (1 − x)Cg − A′gx B
′
g (1 − x)C ′g ,
xs¯(x) = As¯ x Bs¯ (1 − x)Cs¯ , (22)
where Au¯ = Ad¯ and Bs¯ = Bd¯ = Bu¯ . Given the enhanced
sensitivity to the strange-quark distribution through the
ATLAS data, As¯ and Cs¯ appear as free parameters, assuming
s = s¯. The experimental data uncertainties are propagated to
the extracted QCD fit parameters using the asymmetric Hes-
sian method based on the iterative procedure of Ref. [128],
which provides an estimate of the corresponding PDF uncer-
tainties.
7.2 Fit results
The χ2 values characterizing the NNLO QCD fit to the
ATLAS Drell–Yan and HERA DIS data are listed in Table 18.
The fit describes both the HERA and the ATLAS data well.
Most of the correlated systematic uncertainties are shifted
by less than one standard deviation and none are shifted by
more than twice their original size in the fit. The overall
normalization is shifted by less than half of the luminosity
uncertainty of 1.8%. The only significant departure from a
partial χ2/n.d.f. ∼ 1 is seen for the low-mass Z/γ ∗ → 
8 An exception is the introduction of a negative term in the gluon param-
eterization, −A′g x B
′
g (1 − x)C ′g , for which two parameters, A′g and B ′g ,
are introduced simultaneously. As in Ref. [32], the parameter C ′g is
fixed to a large value, chosen to be C ′g = 25  Cg to suppress the
contribution at large x .
Table 18 Quality of the QCD fit, expressed as the χ2/n.d.f., to the final
DIS HERA data and the ATLAS differential W → ν and Z/γ ∗ → 
cross-section measurements. This NNLO fit is the base for the new
ATLAS-epWZ16 set of PDFs
Data set ATLAS-epWZ16
χ2/n.d.f.
ATLAS W+ → +ν 8.4/11
ATLAS W− → −ν¯ 12.3/11
ATLAS Z/γ ∗ →  (m = 46–66 GeV) 25.9/6
ATLAS Z/γ ∗ →  (m = 66–116 GeV) 15.8/12
ATLAS forward Z/γ ∗ →  (m = 66–116 GeV) 7.4/9
ATLAS Z/γ ∗ →  (m = 116–150 GeV) 7.1/6
ATLAS forward Z/γ ∗ →  (m =116–150 GeV) 4.0/6
ATLAS correlated + log penalty 27.2
ATLAS total 108/61
HERA I+ II CC e+ p 44.3/39
HERA I+ II CC e− p 62.7/42
HERA I+ II NC e− p 222/159
HERA I+ II NC e+ p 838/816
HERA correlated+ log penalty 45.5
HERA total 1213/1056
Total 1321/1102
data. Here the K -factors are large, and the theoretical uncer-
tainties, such as the FEWZ-DYNNLO difference, are sizable.
As described below, this part of the data has little influence
on the extracted PDFs.
Figure 28 shows the W+ → +ν and W− → −ν¯ lep-
ton pseudorapidity distributions, which are well described by
the fit. The fit results are presented before (solid) and after
(dashed) application of the shifts accounting for the corre-
lated systematic uncertainties of the data. Figure 29 presents
the new ATLAS Z/γ ∗ →  measurements in the three
different mass bins, further subdivided into the central and
forward measurements. Also these data are well described
by the QCD fit.
7.2.1 Parton distributions
The QCD fit determines a new set of PDFs, termed ATLAS-
epWZ16, which has much smaller experimental uncertain-
ties than the previous ATLAS-epWZ12 set. Further uncer-
tainties in the PDFs are estimated and classified as model
uncertainties and parameterization uncertainties, which are
listed separately in Table 19. Model uncertainties comprise
variations of mc and mb and variations of the starting scale
value Q20 and of the minimum Q2 value (Q2min) of the HERA
data included in the analysis. The variation of the heavy-
quark masses follows the HERAPDF2.0 analysis [32]. The
variation of the charm-quark mass and the starting scale are
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Fig. 28 Differential cross-section measurements for W+ → +ν
(right) and W− → −ν¯ (left) compared to the predictions of the QCD
fit. The predictions are shown before (solid lines) and after (dashed
lines) the shifts due to the correlated uncertainties are applied. The
lower box of each plot shows the ratio of the theoretical calculations to
the data
performed simultaneously, as the constraint Q20 < m2c has to
be fulfilled. The parameterization uncertainties are estimated
by adding further parameters in the polynomials Pi (x) and
allowing Bs¯ = Bd¯ . The PDFs including all uncertainties are
shown in Fig. 30. The high level of precision of the data
makes it necessary to evaluate further uncertainties, such as
those from the effect of the renormalization and factorization
scales and the limitations of the NNLO calculations. These
are detailed below in terms of their influence on the ratio of
strange quarks to the light sea.
7.2.2 Strange-quark density
The QCD analysis of the ATLAS 2010 W and Z measure-
ments [38] led to the unexpected observation that strangeness
is unsuppressed at low x of 0.023 and low Q2 = 1.9 GeV2,
which means that the strange, down and up sea quarks are
of similar strength in that kinematic range. This was sup-
ported by the ATLAS measurement of associated W and
charm production [129] and not in contradiction with a sim-
ilar measurement performed by CMS [20,130]. But a large
strange-quark density had not been expected from previous
analyses of dimuon production in neutrino scattering [131–
134] within the global PDF fit approaches [31,34,35,135].
The fraction of the strange-quark density in the proton can
be characterized by a quantity rs , defined as the ratio of the
strange to the down sea-quark distributions. When evaluated
at the scale Q2 = Q20 = 1.9 GeV2 and x = 0.023,9 the
result is
9 The value of Bjorken x = 0.023 at Q20 roughly corresponds to the
region of maximum sensitivity of a measurement at central rapidity at√
s = 7 TeV and a scale of Q2 = m2Z [38].
rs = s + s¯2d¯ = 1.19 ± 0.07 (exp) ± 0.02 (mod)
+0.02
−0.10 (par).
(23)
Here the uncertainties relate to those of the experimental
data (exp) determined by the Hessian method. The model
(mod) and parameterization (par) uncertainties are discussed
in Sect. 7.2.1 and the corresponding individual variations of
rs are listed separately in Table 19. This result represents an
improvement of a factor of three in the experimental uncer-
tainty relative to the ATLAS-epWZ12 fit [38]. The improve-
ment derives from the more precise ATLAS data, which pro-
vide the sensitivity to the strange-quark density through the
shape of the Z rapidity distribution in combination with the
common, absolute normalization of both the W± and Z/γ ∗
cross sections. The model uncertainties are reduced by a fac-
tor of three, mainly because of the better control of the charm-
quark mass parameter from the HERA data [136]. The param-
eterization uncertainty is determined to be +0.02−0.10 as compared
to +0.10−0.15 in the former analysis since the new, more precise
data leave less freedom in the parameter choice. The varia-
tion to lower rs is dominated by the variation due to adding
the Bs¯ parameter which was not accounted for in the previous
analysis. The result is thus a confirmation and improvement
of the previous observation [38] of an unsuppressed strange-
quark density in the proton. As a cross-check, a re-analysis
of the 2010 data with the present theoretical framework was
performed, which yields a value of rs consistent with both
the former and the new value.
One may also express the strange-quark fraction with
respect to the total light-quark sea, which is the sum of up
and down sea-quark distributions, at the scale Q2 = Q20 =
1.9 GeV2 and x = 0.023:
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Fig. 29 Differential dσ/d|y| cross-section measurement for
Z/γ ∗ →  in the Z -peak region (upper row), as well as high
dilepton mass m = 116–150 GeV (middle row), and low dilepton
mass m = 46–66 GeV (lower row) compared to the QCD fit result.
In the Z -peak region and at high dilepton mass the measurements are
shown separately for both the central (left) and forward (right) regions.
The predictions are shown before (solid lines) and after (dashed lines)
the shifts due to the correlated uncertainties are applied. The lower box
of each plot shows the ratio of the theoretical calculations to the data
Rs = s + s¯
u¯ + d¯ = 1.13 ± 0.05 (exp) ± 0.02 (mod)
+0.01
−0.06 (par).
(24)
The new determinations of rs and Rs are illustrated in
Fig. 31. The measurement is presented with the experimental
and the PDF-fit related uncertainties, where the latter results
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Table 19 Overview of the
impact of variations in the QCD
fit regarding the model,
parameterization, and further
theoretical choices as compared
to the nominal fit. For each
variation the total fit χ2/n.d.f.
is given as well as the values of
the two quantities rs and Rs
which describe the
strange-to-light-sea-quark
fraction at Q20 and x = 0.023. In
the part of the table
corresponding to the
parameterization variations, the
name of the additional
parameter considered in
addition to the 15-parameter set
given in Eq. (22) is listed
Variation Total χ2/n.d.f. rs = s+s¯2d¯ Rs = s+s¯u¯+d¯
Nominal fit 1321/1102 1.193 1.131
Model variations
mb = 4.25 GeV 1319/1102 1.172 1.111
mb = 4.75 GeV 1322/1102 1.211 1.149
Q2min = 5 GeV2 1389/1149 1.202 1.128
Q2min = 10 GeV2 1263/1062 1.188 1.129
Q20 = 1.6 GeV2 and mc = 1.37 GeV 1322/1101 1.198 1.148
Q20 = 2.2 GeV2 and mc = 1.49 GeV 1323/1101 1.197 1.119
Parameterization variations
Bs¯ 1319/1101 1.094 1.067
Ds¯ 1321/1101 1.192 1.130
Du¯ 1318/1101 1.184 1.128
Dd¯ 1321/1101 1.194 1.132
Ddv 1320/1101 1.195 1.132
Duv 1320/1101 1.161 1.107
Dg 1319/1101 1.209 1.141
Fuv 1321/1101 1.206 1.143
Fdv 1323/1101 1.203 1.141
Theoretical uncertainties
αS(m Z ) = 0.116 1320/1102 1.185 1.121
αS(m Z ) = 0.120 1323/1102 1.194 1.136
NLO EW down 1323/1102 1.199 1.132
NLO EW up 1319/1102 1.187 1.130
FEWZ 3.1b2 1314/1102 1.294 1.211
from adding the model and parameterization uncertainties
in quadrature. The outer band illustrates additional, mostly
theoretical uncertainties which are presented below. The
result is compared with recent global fit analyses, ABM12,
MMHT14, CT14 and NNPDF3.0. All of these predict rs and
Rs to be significantly lower than unity, with values between
about 0.4 and 0.6. Furthermore, these global fit analyses are
seen to exhibit substantially different uncertainties in rs and
Rs due to exploiting different data and prescriptions for fit
uncertainties. The new result is in agreement with the previ-
ous ATLAS-epWZ12 analysis also shown in Fig. 31. It is also
consistent with an earlier analysis by the NNPDF group [63]
based on collider data only, which obtains a value near unity,
albeit with large uncertainties.10
A careful evaluation of the value of rs requires the consid-
eration of a number of additional, mostly theoretical uncer-
tainties. These lead to the more complete result for rs
rs = 1.19 ± 0.07 (exp) +0.13−0.14 (mod + par + thy). (25)
10 The CT10nnlo PDF set [62] is observed to have a less suppressed
strange-quark distribution with Rs = 0.80+0.20−0.16 and rs = 0.76+0.19−0.16,
which is in slightly better agreement with the data than the newer CT14
PDF set.
Here the previously discussed model and parameteriza-
tion uncertainties are summarized and added together with
further theoretical uncertainties (thy) as follows: (1) the
uncertainty in αS(m2Z ) is taken to be ±0.002 with a very
small effect on rs ; (2) the electroweak corrections and their
application, as described in Sect. 6.1, introduce a one per-
cent additional error for rs ; (3) the whole analysis was
repeated with predictions obtained with the FEWZ pro-
gram (version 3.1b2) leading to a value of rs enlarged
by +0.10 as compared to the DYNNLO result; (4) finally
the variation of the renormalization (μr) and factorization
(μf ) scales changes the result by 10% if one varies these
by factors of 2 up and 1/2 down (see below for further
details). Table 20 details all uncertainty components of rs and
also Rs .
Various further cross-checks are performed in order to
assess the reliability of the strange-quark density measure-
ment.
• To test the sensitivity to assumptions about the low-x
behaviour of the light-quark sea, the constraint on u¯ = d¯
as x → 0 is removed by allowing Ad¯ and Bd¯ to vary inde-
pendently from the respective Au¯ and Bu¯ . The resulting
u¯ is compatible with d¯ within uncertainties of 8% at
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Fig. 30 PDFs from the present ATLAS-epWZ16 determination at the
starting scale Q20 = 1.9 GeV2. Top valence PDFs xdv(x), xuv(x); mid-
dle light sea PDFs xd¯(x), xu¯(x); bottom strange-quark distribution and
ratio Rs(x). Uncertainty bands represent the experimental (exp), model
(mod) and parameterization (par) components in red, yellow and green,
respectively. The PDFs are shown in the region of maximum sensitivity
of the ATLAS W and Z/γ ∗ data, 10−3 < x < 10−1, except for the
valence quarks
x ∼ 0.001 and Q20, while s + s¯ is found to be unsup-
pressed with rs = 1.16.
• The ATLAS-epWZ16 PDF set results in a slightly neg-
ative central value of xd¯ − xu¯ at x ∼ 0.1, which with
large uncertainties is compatible with zero. This result
is about two standard deviations below the determina-
tion from E866 fixed-target Drell–Yan data [137] accord-
ing to which xd¯ − xu¯ ∼ 0.04 at x ∼ 0.1. It has been
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Fig. 31 Determination of the relative strange-to-down sea quark frac-
tions rs (left) and Rs (right). Bands show the present result and its
uncertainty contributions from experimental data, QCD fit, and theo-
retical uncertainties, see text; closed symbols with horizontal error bars
give the predictions from different NNLO PDF sets; open square show
the previous ATLAS result [38]. The ratios are calculated at the initial
scale Q20 = 1.9 GeV2 and at x = 0.023 corresponding to the point of
largest sensitivity at central rapidity of the ATLAS data
Table 20 Summary of the central value and all uncertainties in the
variables rs and Rs evaluated at Q2 = 1.9 GeV2 and x = 0.023 char-
acterizing the fraction of the strange-quark density in the proton
rs = s+s¯2d¯ Rs = s+s¯u¯+d¯
Central value 1.19 1.13
Experimental data ±0.07 ±0.05
Model (mb, Q2min, Q20 and mc) ±0.02 ±0.02
Parameterization +0.02−0.10
+0.01
−0.06
αS
+0.00
−0.01 ±0.01
EW corrections ±0.01 ±0.00
QCD scales +0.08−0.10 +0.06−0.07
FEWZ 3.1b2 +0.10 +0.08
Total uncertainty +0.15−0.16 ±0.11
suggested that the ATLAS parameterization forces a too
small xd¯ distribution if the strange-quark PDF is unsup-
pressed [135]. However, the E866 observation is made at
x ∼ 0.1, while the ATLAS W, Z data have the largest
constraining power at x ∼ 0.023. For a cross-check, the
E866 cross-section data was added to the QCD fit with
predictions computed at NLO QCD. In this fit xd¯ − xu¯ is
enhanced and nevertheless the strange-quark distribution
is found to be unsuppressed with rs near unity.
• Separate analyses of the electron and muon data give
results about one standard deviation above and below the
result using their combination. If the W± and Z -peak data
are used without the Z/γ ∗ data at lower and higher m,
a value of rs = 1.23 is found with a relative experimental
uncertainty almost the same as in the nominal fit.
• A suppressed strange-quark PDF may be enforced by
fixing rs = 0.5 and setting Cs¯ = Cd¯ . The total χ2
obtained this way is 1503, which is 182 units higher
than the fit allowing these two parameters to be free. The
ATLAS partial χ2 increases from 108 to 226 units for the
61 degrees of freedom. A particularly large increase is
observed for the Z -peak data, where χ2/n.d.f. = 53/12
is found for a fit with suppressed strangeness.
A final estimate of uncertainties is performed with regard
to choosing the renormalization and factorization scales in
the calculation of the Drell–Yan cross sections. The central
fit is performed using the dilepton and W masses, m and
mW , as default scale choices. Conventionally both scales are
varied by a factor of 2 and 0.5 as an estimate of missing
higher-order QCD terms. Table 21 presents the results of
varying the scales separately and jointly. It is observed that a
choice of half the mass values leads to a significant improve-
ment of the χ2 by about 24 units. All separate variations of
μr and μf cause the resulting strange fraction values to be
inside the envelope obtained from the joint variation μr = μf
up or down.
7.2.3 Determination of |Vcs |
As discussed in the preceding section, the combination of
HERA DIS and newly presented ATLAS measurements
results in a precise determination of the light-quark com-
position of the proton and specifically of the strange-quark
density. The most significant contributions to W -boson pro-
duction are from the Cabibbo-favoured initial states ud and
cs, where the rate is also controlled by the magnitude of the
CKM matrix elements |Vud | and |Vcs |. While |Vud | is exper-
imentally measured to very high precision, this is not true
for the |Vcs | element. The contributions from the Cabibbo-
suppressed initial state cd, which are sensitive to |Vcd |, are
suppressed by one order of magnitude compared to the cs
contribution. Both the W± production rates and the lepton
pseudorapidity distributions contain information about the
cs → W contribution to the CC Drell–Yan cross section. A
PDF fit as described above is performed, but in addition the
|Vcs | parameter is allowed to vary freely while all other CKM
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Table 21 Effect of varying the scales for the Drell–Yan data in the
NNLO QCD fit. The renormalization, μr , and factorization, μf , scales,
are expressed relatively to the dilepton mass for NC and the W mass
for the CC cross section. Changes of the total fit χ2 values are almost
exclusively due to variations of the ATLAS values while the HERA
χ2, given by their difference, remains nearly constant. Right columns:
resulting rs and Rs values, quoted at Q2 = Q20 and x = 0.023
μr μf χ2/n.d.f. rs = s+s¯2d¯ Rs = s+s¯u¯+d¯
Total ATLAS
1 1 1321/1102 108/61 1.193 1.131
1/2 1/2 1297/1102 85/61 1.093 1.066
2 2 1329/1102 115/61 1.270 1.186
1 1/2 1307/1102 94/61 1.166 1.115
1 2 1312/1102 100/61 1.201 1.130
1/2 1 1304/1102 94/61 1.128 1.088
2 1 1321/1102 107/61 1.241 1.165
Table 22 Summary of the central value and all uncertainties in the
CKM matrix element |Vcs |
|Vcs |
Central value 0.969
Experimental data ±0.013
Model (mb, Q2min, Q20 and mc) +0.006−0.003
Parameterization +0.003−0.027
αS ±0.000
EW corrections ±0.004
QCD scales +0.000−0.003
FEWZ 3.1b2 +0.011
Total uncertainty +0.018−0.031
matrix elements are fixed to the values given in Table 15,
which were obtained from a global fit imposing unitarity. The
following value and corresponding uncertainties are found
|Vcs | = 0.969 ± 0.013 (exp) +0.006−0.003 (mod) +0.003−0.027 (par)
+0.011
−0.005 (thy). (26)
Table 22 details all the uncertainty components of |Vcs |. In
this fit the value of rs is found to be 1.18, compared to 1.19
when |Vcs | is fixed to the value assuming unitarity of the
CKM matrix. The experimental uncertainty of |Vcs | is 66%
correlated with the parameter As controlling the normaliza-
tion of the strange-quark density, while the parameter Bs is
fixed to Bd¯ . The correlation with Cs is found to be 10%.
The dominant uncertainty of |Vcs | arises from the param-
eterization variation associated with the extra freedom given
to the strange-quark distribution by releasing the assumption
Bd¯ = Bs¯ that fixes the rise of xd¯(x) and xs¯(x) to be the same
at low x .
This determination represents a new, competitive mea-
surement of |Vcs |. Figure 32 compares the result to determi-
|
cs
|V
0.8 0.85 0.9 0.95 1 1.05
ν K l →D
ν l →sD
NNPDF1.2
ATLAS-epWZ16
inner uncertainty: exp only
outer uncertainty: total
ATLAS CKM fit
Fig. 32 |Vcs | as determined in the global CKM fit cited by the PDG [39]
(blue vertical line) compared to extractions from Ds → ν and D →
Kν decays [39] and the NNPDF1.2 fit [147]. The ATLAS-epWZ16
fit result is shown with uncertainty contributions from the experimental
data (inner error bar) and the total uncertainty including all fit and
further theoretical uncertainties (outer error bar). The uncertainty in
|Vcs | from the CKM fit with unitarity constraint is smaller than the
width of the vertical line
nations of |Vcs | extracted from leptonic Ds meson decays,
Ds → ν [138–143], and from semileptonic D meson
decays, D → Kν [143–146], from data by the CLEO-c,
BABAR, and Belle experiments as reported in Ref. [39]. In
addition, an early determination of |Vcs | by the NNPDF Col-
laboration from a QCD fit is shown [147].
8 Summary
New cross-section measurements by the ATLAS Collabo-
ration are presented for inclusive Drell–Yan production in
the neutral-current channel, Z/γ ∗ → , and the charged-
current channel, W+ → +ν and W− → −ν¯. The mea-
surement is based on data taken in pp collisions at the LHC
at a centre-of-mass energy of
√
s = 7 TeV with an inte-
grated luminosity of 4.6 fb−1. Cross sections are provided
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in the electron and muon decay channels, integrated over
the fiducial regions and differentially. The W+ → +ν and
W− → −ν¯ cross sections are measured as a function of
lepton pseudorapidity η. The Z/γ ∗ →  cross sections
are measured as a function of the dilepton rapidity, y, in
three dilepton mass bins 46 < m < 150 GeV in the central
region and extended into the forward region up to |y| = 3.6
for 66 < m < 150 GeV.
The electron and muon channel results are combined con-
sidering all sources of correlated and uncorrelated uncertain-
ties. A new sensitive test of electron–muon universality in
on-shell W and Z decays is presented. The combined inte-
grated fiducial W+, W−, and Z cross sections are mea-
sured to an experimental precision of 0.6, 0.5, and 0.32%,
respectively, apart from the common 1.8% normalization
uncertainty through the luminosity determination. The dif-
ferential measurements are nearly as precise as the inte-
grated cross-section results except at the edges of the phase
space. With the full information about correlated uncertain-
ties given, the data provide correspondingly precise results
of cross-section ratios and the W± lepton charge asymmetry
as well.
A measurement precision at sub-percent level represents
an opportunity and challenge for the QCD interpretation.
Predictions for the Drell–Yan processes W± → ν and
Z/γ ∗ →  are calculated at NNLO fixed order in QCD
and including NLO electroweak corrections. A quantitative
comparison of the differential cross sections shows devia-
tions of the predictions obtained with many of the contem-
porary PDF sets, hinting to a special impact of the data on
the determination of the strange-quark distribution.
An NNLO QCD analysis is performed on the new W± →
ν and Z/γ ∗ →  ATLAS data together with the final, com-
bined data from H1 and ZEUS on inclusive neutral-current
and charged-current deep inelastic scattering. A new set of
parton distribution functions, termed ATLAS-epWZ16, is
provided. A detailed fit analysis supports the previous obser-
vation by ATLAS of a large ratio of the strange-quark distri-
bution to the lighter sea-quark distributions at low x . Specif-
ically, the ratio of the strange to the down sea-quark distri-
butions, evaluated at a scale of Q2 = 1.9 GeV2 at a mean
x = 0.023, is found to be rs = 1.19 with a total uncertainty
of 0.16. Experimentally, rs is determined with an uncertainty
of 0.07 which is a threefold reduction relative to the previous
determination by the ATLAS Collaboration.
A complete set of uncertainties in the QCD fit result is
provided in addition to the experimental uncertainties. This
covers the effects of model, parameterization, and further the-
oretical uncertainties. Detailed studies are performed regard-
ing the accuracy with which NNLO QCD predictions for the
Drell–Yan process can be computed, including the differ-
ences in existing codes, DYNNLO and FEWZ, and the effect
of the choice of scales. The uncertainties in the strange-quark
density from the limitations of NNLO QCD calculations of
the fiducial cross sections are found to significantly exceed
the experimental errors. An interesting observation is the sig-
nificant improvement in the description of the ATLAS data
when factorization and renormalization scales are set to a half
of the canonically used dilepton mass scales. Several cross-
checks are presented to evaluate the reliability of the mea-
sured enhancement of the strange-quark density. The paper
finally presents a determination of the CKM matrix element
|Vcs | which has a precision comparable to extractions from
charm meson decays.
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Appendix
Differential measurements in electron and muon
channels
The differential cross-section measurements for electron and
muon channels before combination are shown in Tables 23,
24, 25, 26, 27, 28 and 29.
Table 23 Differential cross section for the W− → e−ν¯ (a) and
W+ → e+ν (b) processes, extrapolated to the common fiducial region.
The relative statistical (δsta), uncorrelated systematic (δunc), correlated
systematic (δsys), and total (δtot) uncertainties are given in percent. The
overall 1.8% luminosity uncertainty is not included
|η|min |η|max dσ/d|η| (pb) δsta (%) δunc (%) δsys (%) δtot (%)
(a)
0.00 0.21 436.8 0.15 0.15 0.91 0.93
0.21 0.42 433.1 0.14 0.17 0.89 0.91
0.42 0.63 430.0 0.14 0.15 0.90 0.92
0.63 0.84 424.5 0.14 0.13 0.99 1.01
0.84 1.05 415.3 0.15 0.17 1.08 1.10
1.05 1.37 405.1 0.13 0.16 1.36 1.38
1.52 1.74 371.0 0.17 0.17 1.31 1.34
1.74 1.95 367.6 0.18 0.26 1.26 1.30
1.95 2.18 345.8 0.17 0.18 1.28 1.31
2.18 2.50 322.3 0.2 0.2 2.2 2.2
(b)
0.00 0.21 577.2 0.13 0.14 1.00 1.01
0.21 0.42 577.5 0.12 0.15 0.94 0.96
0.42 0.63 583.2 0.12 0.14 0.93 0.95
0.63 0.84 588.7 0.12 0.12 0.97 0.98
0.84 1.05 588.4 0.12 0.16 0.94 0.96
1.05 1.37 598.5 0.10 0.15 1.13 1.14
1.52 1.74 593.7 0.14 0.14 1.17 1.19
1.74 1.95 610.8 0.14 0.19 1.03 1.05
1.95 2.18 594.6 0.12 0.15 1.04 1.05
2.18 2.50 559.6 0.13 0.15 1.55 1.56
Table 24 Differential cross section for the Z/γ ∗ → e+e− process
in the central region with 46 < m < 66 GeV, extrapolated to the
common fiducial region. The relative statistical (δsta), uncorrelated sys-
tematic (δunc), correlated systematic (δsys), and total (δtot) uncertainties
are given in percent. The overall 1.8% luminosity uncertainty is not
included
|y|min |y|max dσ/d|y| (pb) δsta (%) δunc (%) δsys (%) δtot (%)
0.00 0.40 3.595 1.5 0.9 1.3 2.2
0.40 0.80 3.622 1.5 0.8 1.2 2.1
0.80 1.20 3.456 1.8 0.9 1.4 2.4
1.20 1.60 3.382 2.0 1.0 1.5 2.7
1.60 2.00 2.968 2.3 1.1 1.5 2.9
2.00 2.40 1.567 2.9 1.2 1.2 3.4
Table 25 Differential cross section for the Z/γ ∗ → e+e− process
in the central (a) and forward (b) region with 66 < m < 116 GeV,
extrapolated to the common fiducial region. The relative statistical (δsta),
uncorrelated systematic (δunc), correlated systematic (δsys), and total
(δtot) uncertainties are given in percent. The overall 1.8% luminosity
uncertainty is not included
|y|min |y|max dσ/d|y| (pb) δsta (%) δunc (%) δsys (%) δtot (%)
(a)
0.00 0.20 135.6 0.28 0.18 0.40 0.52
0.20 0.40 135.3 0.29 0.16 0.39 0.52
0.40 0.60 133.9 0.30 0.16 0.39 0.51
0.60 0.80 133.7 0.31 0.17 0.40 0.54
0.80 1.00 132.9 0.32 0.18 0.41 0.55
1.00 1.20 129.4 0.34 0.20 0.41 0.57
1.20 1.40 120.2 0.36 0.19 0.44 0.60
1.40 1.60 106.5 0.38 0.19 0.43 0.61
1.60 1.80 89.3 0.44 0.23 0.54 0.73
1.80 2.00 68.7 0.51 0.30 0.39 0.71
2.00 2.20 46.03 0.59 0.39 0.47 0.85
2.20 2.40 21.86 0.91 0.67 0.74 1.35
(b)
1.20 1.40 7.71 1.8 1.8 3.2 4.1
1.40 1.60 17.95 1.0 1.1 3.0 3.4
1.60 1.80 32.57 0.7 0.7 2.7 2.9
1.80 2.00 50.5 0.6 1.8 2.6 3.2
2.00 2.20 68.5 0.6 2.7 2.2 3.5
2.20 2.40 86.6 0.5 1.9 1.9 2.8
2.40 2.80 86.1 0.3 3.0 1.7 3.5
2.80 3.20 40.71 0.5 0.6 5.5 5.6
3.20 3.60 11.00 1.2 3.7 6.4 7.5
Table 26 Differential cross section for the Z/γ ∗ → e+e− process
in the central (a) and forward (b) region with 116 < m < 150 GeV,
extrapolated to the common fiducial region. The relative statistical (δsta),
uncorrelated systematic (δunc), correlated systematic (δsys), and total
(δtot) uncertainties are given in percent. The overall 1.8% luminosity
uncertainty is not included
|y|min |y|max dσ/d|y| (pb) δsta (%) δunc (%) δsys (%) δtot (%)
(a)
0.00 0.40 1.503 2.0 2.5 1.4 3.5
0.40 0.80 1.422 2.1 0.9 1.4 2.7
0.80 1.20 1.329 2.3 1.3 1.4 3.0
1.20 1.60 1.181 2.6 1.6 1.5 3.4
1.60 2.00 0.754 3.3 2.4 2.0 4.6
2.00 2.40 0.328 4.9 2.4 1.8 5.7
(b)
1.20 1.60 0.300 6.8 6.6 9.1 13.1
1.60 2.00 0.547 5.2 7.8 7.3 11.9
2.00 2.40 0.912 4.0 13.5 4.5 14.8
2.40 2.80 0.931 3.9 20.9 4.0 21.6
2.80 3.20 0.438 5.3 14.4 6.8 16.8
3.20 3.60 0.070 14.5 11.6 7.2 19.9
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Table 27 Differential cross section for the W− → μ−ν¯ (a) and
W+ → μ+ν (b) processes, extrapolated to the common fiducial region.
The relative statistical (δsta), uncorrelated systematic (δunc), correlated
systematic (δsys), and total (δtot) uncertainties are given in. The overall
1.8% luminosity uncertainty is not included
|η|min |η|max dσ/d|η| (pb) δsta (%) δunc (%) δsys (%) δtot (%)
(a)
0.00 0.21 439.0 0.16 0.41 0.67 0.80
0.21 0.42 437.0 0.15 0.52 0.55 0.77
0.42 0.63 431.4 0.14 0.27 0.59 0.67
0.63 0.84 425.6 0.15 0.33 0.62 0.72
0.84 1.05 413.5 0.16 0.29 0.60 0.69
1.05 1.37 406.8 0.12 0.29 0.56 0.65
1.37 1.52 389.2 0.17 0.34 0.55 0.67
1.52 1.74 380.6 0.14 0.43 0.60 0.75
1.74 1.95 367.1 0.15 0.32 0.62 0.71
1.95 2.18 345.0 0.14 0.38 0.63 0.75
2.18 2.50 318.3 0.15 0.50 0.67 0.85
(b)
0.00 0.21 581.3 0.14 0.41 0.63 0.77
0.21 0.42 583.6 0.13 0.46 0.58 0.75
0.42 0.63 583.2 0.12 0.25 0.57 0.64
0.63 0.84 587.3 0.13 0.31 0.59 0.67
0.84 1.05 585.6 0.14 0.37 0.59 0.71
1.05 1.37 601.5 0.10 0.26 0.59 0.65
1.37 1.52 599.1 0.13 0.33 0.57 0.67
1.52 1.74 607.5 0.11 0.31 0.57 0.66
1.74 1.95 604.4 0.11 0.50 0.57 0.76
1.95 2.18 598.7 0.10 0.57 0.60 0.83
2.18 2.50 563.1 0.11 0.60 0.63 0.88
Table 28 Differential cross section for the Z/γ ∗ → μ+μ− process
in the region with 66 < m < 116 GeV, extrapolated to the common
fiducial region. The relative statistical (δsta), uncorrelated systematic
(δunc), correlated systematic (δsys), and total (δtot) uncertainties are given
in percent. The overall 1.8% luminosity uncertainty is not included
|y|min |y|max dσ/d|y| (pb) δsta (%) δunc (%) δsys (%) δtot (%)
0.00 0.20 134.8 0.25 0.12 0.41 0.50
0.20 0.40 134.2 0.26 0.12 0.41 0.50
0.40 0.60 134.3 0.26 0.11 0.41 0.50
0.60 0.80 132.5 0.26 0.11 0.41 0.50
0.80 1.00 132.2 0.25 0.12 0.40 0.48
1.00 1.20 128.8 0.26 0.13 0.40 0.49
1.20 1.40 119.6 0.26 0.11 0.42 0.50
1.40 1.60 107.6 0.28 0.16 0.41 0.52
1.60 1.80 89.9 0.30 0.13 0.46 0.57
1.80 2.00 68.7 0.34 0.17 0.49 0.62
2.00 2.20 45.39 0.45 0.27 0.44 0.69
2.20 2.40 22.43 0.78 0.43 0.52 1.03
Table 29 Differential cross section for the Z/γ ∗ → μ+μ− process in
the region 46 < m < 66 GeV (a) and 116 < m < 150 GeV (b),
extrapolated to the common fiducial region. The relative statistical (δsta),
uncorrelated systematic (δunc), correlated systematic (δsys), and total
(δtot) uncertainties are given in percent. The overall 1.8% luminosity
uncertainty is not included
|y|min |y|max dσ/d|y| (pb) δsta (%) δunc (%) δsys (%) δtot (%)
(a)
0.00 0.40 3.444 1.3 0.6 1.6 2.2
0.40 0.80 3.479 1.2 0.6 1.5 2.0
0.80 1.20 3.375 1.2 0.6 1.5 2.0
1.20 1.60 3.412 1.2 0.5 1.4 1.9
1.60 2.00 2.914 1.3 0.5 1.4 1.9
2.00 2.40 1.522 2.0 0.7 1.5 2.6
(b)
0.00 0.40 1.505 1.8 0.8 1.4 2.4
0.40 0.80 1.467 1.8 0.8 1.4 2.4
0.80 1.20 1.356 1.9 0.9 1.3 2.5
1.20 1.60 1.172 1.9 0.8 1.3 2.5
1.60 2.00 0.766 2.5 0.9 1.7 3.2
2.00 2.40 0.324 4.2 1.5 1.9 4.8
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